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Message from the Dean
Dear friends—
There are few things more exciting—and daunting—for a dean than launching a major fundraising campaign. Campaigns are
a tremendous opportunity for me and for the entire Law School community to really focus on what our short-term and longterm goals are and how we can all best work together to accomplish them. Having now been your dean for five years, it has
been my honor to work with our extraordinary faculty, administrators, and alumni on several bold new initiatives that have
formed the centerpiece of my thinking about the Campaign.
In your hands you hold an issue of the Record entirely dedicated to telling you about this Campaign, the public phase
of which we launched in October, and about the goals and initiatives that characterize it. As you read through the articles,
you will see how the funds we are raising during this campaign have already had real, tangible,
important results not only within the Law School community but also far beyond it, affecting our
community and the world.
This public Campaign launch is the result of years of hard work by many people. I am
profoundly grateful to Debbie Cafaro, ’82, and Dan Doctoroff, ’84, our Campaign co-chairs, and
to the entire Campaign Cabinet (whose names are listed on page 55) for their extraordinary
work. Through their work and your generosity we have exceeded our wildest expectations for
the early years of this Campaign.
Nothing at our Law School would happen without the efforts of our faculty, who not only
expertly teach our students and produce the best scholarship in the world but also lead many
of the initiatives made possible by the Campaign. For example, Douglas Baird steers the
Doctoroff Business Leadership Program, Omri Ben-Shahar heads our Coase-Sandor Institute
on Law and Economics, Lee Fennell runs the Kreisman Initiative on Housing Law and Policy, Geof Stone leads our newly
revitalized Public Interest/Public Service Program, Lior Strahilevitz oversees our Rubenstein Scholars Program and our Levi
Distinguished Jurists Program, and Jonathan Masur will steer the new Wachtell Lipton Program in Behavioral Law and
Economics. Gifts from alumni have allowed us to begin these ambitious and innovative programs and initiatives, but we will
require many more to enable them to grow and flourish.
We exist to educate our students who will become the leaders of our profession and our nation. Quite simply, the Law
School would be a hollow shell without our students and, by extension, without all of the alumni who once were among their
ranks. Successive deans over the past three decades—Gerhard Casper, Geof Stone, Douglas Baird, Dan Fischel, Saul Levmore,
and now me—have devoted much time and energy to make our students’s experience here an extraordinarily rich one. This
begins with admitting and enrolling an extraordinarily accomplished group of young men and women and extends to giving
them the best education and experiential training conceivable. The generosity of David Rubenstein, ’73, and Debbie Cafaro,
’82, has already transformed our school and has made a dramatic impact on our students’ lives through the scholarships
they support. You will hear about that impact directly from the students themselves on page 18. So many of our new and
reinvigorated initiatives are focused on our students: a report on the first year of the Kapnick Leadership Development Initiative
is in this issue, along with stories about our Doctoroff Program internships and our public interest postgraduate fellowships. And
though we have dramatically strengthened our offerings in experiential education (you can read about one of our amazing clinics
on page 46), continued growth and support for those programs is a key piece of this campaign.
The Law School today is an exceptionally vibrant place. There is a palpable sense of excitement in our halls over the
wonderful mix of tradition and innovation that has always been our hallmark. I hope you enjoy reading about how far we have
already come with this Campaign, and join with me to support the exciting places we are going.
Warmly,

Michael H. Schill
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This relentless focus on ideas and change is possible only
through the support of our alumni and friends. The Law
School has launched a $175 million campaign to expand
our eminence in legal scholarship and teaching, support
groundbreaking faculty research and student scholarships,
and continue developing extraordinary programs such
as the Doctoroff Business Leadership Program, the
Public Interest Law Program, the Coase-Sandor Institute
for Law and Economics, and the Kapnick Leadership
Development Initiative. This campaign is part of the
University of Chicago Campaign: Inquiry and Impact,
the most ambitious and comprehensive campaign in
the University’s history, which will raise $4.5 billion to
support faculty and researchers, practitioners and patients,
and students and programs across the University.
At the end of October 2014, the University and the Law
School launched this Campaign with two days of events.
On the evening of October 29, the University’s most
generous donors gathered first in Hutchinson Commons
for a multimedia introduction to the public phase of the

F

or more than 110 years, the University of Chicago
Law School has focused on two things: inquiry
and impact. Every member of the Law School
community is bound together by our passion for ideas
and the change they can make in our world. Our faculty,
students, and alumni share the desire to go deeper, learn
more, and push boundaries at every point on the path to
leadership in every field they choose to enter.
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Guests at the University Campaign launch enjoy dinner in Hutchinson Courtyard beneath a dazzling display projected on the tent ceiling.

Campaign. At the time of the launch, alumni and friends
had contributed nearly $2.3 billion, exceeding the goal for
the last campaign, the Chicago Initiative. The perimeter of
the room was ringed with six areas highlighting themes of
the University Campaign: Global Engagement, Science &
the Labs, Urban Issues, Intellectual Destination, Innovation
and Economic Impact, and Culture and Society.
Informational displays showcased areas of faculty and
student research and achievement, screens showed related
videos and interactive Skype conversations with researchers
on location, and scholars from across the University
conversed about their programs and work with attendees.
The launch continued in Mandel Hall, where President
Robert J. Zimmer, Chairman of the Board of Trustees
Andrew Alper, and Chair of the Campaign Joseph
Neubauer led a dramatic program including the University’s
campaign video premiere, a musical performance, and
stories, testimonials, and words of gratitude from students,
faculty, alumni, and community members to the assembled
donors. A dinner and multimedia presentation followed in
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Joseph Neubauer, Chair of the Campaign, at the Campaign
launch in Mandel Hall.

Hutchinson Courtyard.
The following day, the members of the Law School
Visiting Committee convened at the Law School for
a day of meetings with Dean Schill, faculty and senior
administrators, and students to discuss a variety of areas for
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In the pages of this issue of the Record, you will read articles
related to the critical priorities of this Campaign:
STUDENT SUPPORT. These gifts allow us to offer
scholarships and financial aid, summer internships and
fellowships, and public interest postgraduate fellowships.
This helps us attract students who might not otherwise be
able to attend the University of Chicago and allows them

the school’s growth and development. The day culminated
in a dinner celebrating the launch of the Campaign,
including the public debut of the Law School’s Campaign
Video, now available at www.law.uchicago.edu/give.
Dean Schill has articulated an ambitious set of campaign
goals for the Law School over the next five years. (Read more
about the goals and the progress of the campaign on page 54.)

OUR FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND
ALUMNI SHARE THE DESIRE TO GO
DEEPER, LEARN MORE, AND PUSH
BOUNDARIES AT EVERY POINT ON
THE PATH TO LEADERSHIP IN EVERY
FIELD THEY CHOOSE TO ENTER.
greater freedom to choose their preferred career path.
These gifts also support the coursework and programs
that make the University of Chicago Law School the best
training ground in the world for students: unsurpassed
curricular offerings, cutting-edge leadership training
programs, and unparalleled professional opportunities, just
to name a few. Read more beginning on page 8.

Omri Ben-Shahar, Leo and Eileen Herzel Professor of Law and
Kearney Director of the Coase-Sandor Institute for Law and
Economics, speaks with guests at the Culture & Society area in
Hutchinson Commons.

On stage at Mandel Hall, Aimee Brown, ’14, was one of five participants in the University’s Campaign video to share her story and her
gratitude to the generous donors in attendance.
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KEEPING LAW IN THE FAMILY INSPIRES UNRESTRICTED GIFT
TO THE LAW SCHOOL
Daniel Levin, AB ’50, JD ’53, and his wife, Fay Hartog Levin,
have made a substantial unrestricted gift to the Law School,
partly in the form of current funds and partly as a bequest.
Mr. Levin founded and is Chairman of The Habitat
Company, one of the larger
residential developers in the
United States, with more
than 20,000 units under
management and more
than $2 billion in assets.
Ms. Hartog Levin, whose
background includes service
as US Ambassador to the
Netherlands, teaches at the
Daniel Levin, AB ’50, JD ’53 Law School.
Coming from a family of lawyers—his father founded a
Detroit firm and then served as a US District Court judge
for 24 years, and his older brother served as a justice on
the Michigan Supreme Court—Mr. Levin says that he was
disappointed to realize after a year of clerking and a few
years at the family firm that he didn’t much like practicing
law. “I love the law, and my Law School experience was
excellent,” he says. “I just didn’t enjoy practicing law, and
I wasn’t particularly good at it. I’m not sure which came
first, not liking it or not being very good at it, but whatever
the reason, I didn’t see law practice as a career that would
attract all my interest and energy.”
When a Chicago-based real estate developer invited Levin
to join his company in 1957 as an in-house counsel, he gladly
accepted the opportunity. “I came to love the real estate
business, particularly residential properties, helping people
and rebuilding communities,” he says. In the first brochure
he wrote after forming The Habitat Company in 1971, he
expressed the credo that guided him and still guides his
company: “No project is only an investment in real estate. It
is an investment in the future of the community and in the
lives of the people who live and work there.”
In 1987, a court order placed Habitat in charge of
developing and administering the Chicago Housing
Authority’s scattered site and redevelopment program,
responsible for carrying out a previous mandate that all
new CHA housing be built outside of predominantly lowincome African-American neighborhoods. Since then,
Habitat has developed or overseen development of more
than 4,000 units of CHA housing, and now manages more
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than 5,000 CHA units. The company’s other projects,
in five different states, include senior housing, student
housing, affordable housing, market-rate apartments and
condominiums, and commercial properties.
Mr. Levin’s interest in building strong communities led
him to a close relationship with the Harris School of Public
Policy, where he has served on the visiting committee and
on the Dean’s International Council and been a generous
donor. “I thought it was appropriate to support a school
that was dealing through the University with all the issues
we face at Habitat,” he says. Among many other civic
activities, he is vice chair of the board of directors of the
Environmental Law and Policy Center and a trustee of
WTTW, Chicago’s public television station.

FAY AND I HAVE VAST RESPECT
FOR THE LAW SCHOOL, FOR
ITS INTELLECTUAL RIGOR AND ITS
SOCIAL COMMITMENT. WE ARE
HONORED TO BE ABLE TO GIVE
BACK IN THIS WAY.
Ms. Hartog Levin began her career as a legal advisor
to the Illinois State Board of Education and then joined the
law firm Seyfarth Shaw. In 1997, she became the Field
Museum’s first Vice President of External Affairs, acting
as the Museum’s liaison with federal, state, and local
government agencies. At the Law School, she teaches the
course “The Evolving Relationship between the Federal
Government and the States.” She is also on the boards of
the National Archives Foundation and the Roosevelt Institute.
Mr. Levin says, “It’s a thrill for me that my wife is
serving on the faculty where I received a great educational
experience from the likes of Ed Levi and Harry Kalven.
Fay and I have vast respect for the Law School, for its
intellectual rigor and its social commitment. We are
honored to be able to give back in this way.”
In recognition of their gift, the reflecting pool in the Law
School quadrangle has been named the Levin Reflecting
Pool. Satisfying recognition also came to Mr. Levin last
December, when all 23 members of his immediate
family—his wife, their children and spouses, and their
grandchildren—gathered from as far away as Paris for an
early celebration of his 85th birthday.
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Dean Michael Schill presides over a lovely dinner with the Visiting
Committee, faculty, and students in the Library Reading Room.

Aisha Noor, ’17, visits with Visiting Committee life member
James Hormel, ’58.

Robert Riley, ’78, talks with Valdemar Washington, ’15, at the
Visiting Committee lunch.

Guests at the dinner enjoy the first public showing of the Law
School Campaign Video, available at www.law.uchicago.edu/give.

FACULTY SUPPORT. Gifts in support of our
faculty provide critical resources for faculty research,
professorships, visiting professorships, research fellowships,
and the D’Angelo Law Library. Hiring and retaining the
very best scholars and teachers is of critical importance
to the long-term health and growth of the Law School.
The culture of respectful debate that all of our alumni
well remember is alive and well, as shown by two of our
professors on page 24.
LAW AND ECONOMICS. The Coase-Sandor
Institute for Law and Economics is a thriving and
growing part of the Law School, supporting the research
of more than two dozen faculty members. Coase-Sandor
conferences bring together scholars from all over the
world here in our building where students can learn from
them, and our Summer School in Law and Economics
brings scholars from all over the world to learn from our

faculty how to use the tools of Law and Economics in
their own countries. Law and Economics scholars need
substantial support for their research which, as you will
read beginning on page 32, is becoming more empirical
and requires significant data-related resources.
PUBLIC INTEREST. UChicago Law alumni lead in
the public sector, and an increasing number of our students
want to join their ranks. Support from alumni and friends
allows us to provide the scholarships and loan repayment
assistance that both attract the very best public interestoriented students and allow them to begin their careers
immediately after law school in public service jobs. Learn about
our postgraduate fellowships in public interest and the gifts
that have made our initial fellowships possible on page 38.
BUSINESS LEADERSHIP. The Doctoroff Business
Leadership Program is a bold initiative to provide a
rigorous business education to Law School students so that
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Dean Schill begins each meeting of the Visiting Committee with a
“state of the school” address, punctuated by a lively Q&A.

Erica Jaffe, ’15, gets to know Chuck Smith, ’87, at the Visiting
Committee Lunch in the Green Lounge.

Professor Jonathan Masur leads one of the Visiting Committee’s
breakout sessions.

Professor Justin Driver addresses the Visiting Committee before
dinner, upholding the tradition that such duty falls to the newest
member of the faculty.

they have the tools they need to be leaders in whatever
professional path they choose. In previous issues of the
Record we have outlined the ambitious core components
of this program: curriculum, enrichment opportunities,
mentorships, and internships, the first of which you can
read about on page 42. Alisa and Dan Doctoroff, ’84,
provided the foundational gift for this program, and
additional gifts will allow the program to grow even more.

employers. The work of the students and faculty in one of
our exceptional clinics is highlighted on page 46.
These six priorities will not be a surprise to any member
of the Law School community; this drive toward an everstronger faculty and an ever-better education for our
students has been at our core since our founding in 1902.
This Campaign will ensure the Law School’s tradition of
excellence for many years to come.

The Law School has long offered a potent combination
of high theory and high-level practice. Every one of our
clinical programs and experiential education opportunities
has been created and supported by gifts from our alumni
and friends. With this generous support, the Law School
now ensures a clinical experience to any student who wants
one and provides a wide range of options for all students
to gain critical practical skills before they go to their first

To see the campaign videos, learn more
about the University and Law School
Campaigns, and make your gift, visit
campaign.uchicago.edu and
www.law.uchicago.edu/give.

CLINICS AND EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION.
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THE DOMINO EFFECT
OF KAPNICK
A Bold New Leadership Program
Brings the Interpersonal Savvy
of Business to Law
By Becky Beaupre Gillespie

I

an Cohen, ’17, was taking a risk.

The Law School is doing something that is unprecedented
among its peers: it is investing significant resources in
helping students hone the communication, self-assessment,
and teamwork skills that law firm and corporate leaders
have repeatedly identified as critical differentiators in a
market that is more collaborative, faster-paced, and less
forgiving than it was a decade ago. Built around leading
research and mandatory for all new 1Ls, Kapnick is at the
forefront of a movement to bring the interpersonal savvy
of the business world to legal education, which at the Law
School means acknowledging an inescapable shift without
sacrificing the analytical gravitas of the academic program.
“We start with the brightest students in the country,
and then, through Kapnick, we equip them with the
skills to leverage that intellect in the most effective way
possible, both in Law School and professionally,” said
Dean Michael H. Schill, the Harry N. Wyatt Professor
of Law. “Our graduates have always been well
equipped to compete at the highest levels
of law, business, and government—
and in today’s legal market
that means combining
exceptional

Not in a weighty, life-changing way—although he was
just three days into Law School orientation and feeling
a bit apprehensive—but in the more immediate sense. He
was about to fall and, theoretically, his classmates might
not catch him.
But he was in a trusting, even playful, mood—and
there didn’t seem to be much to lose. And so on a sunny
September day, out in the woods in Chicago’s western
suburbs, Cohen announced his intention (“taking a risk”),
waited for a response (“go for it”), and allowed his body to
spill back toward the sea of green t-shirts.
Within a few hours, he’d be further outside his comfort
zone than he expected.
* * *
Usually “trust falls” like this are more the stuff of
corporate leadership retreats, not the preamble to an elite
law school education. In fact, much of the new Kapnick
Leadership Development Initiative that brought Cohen
and his classmates out to the woods—and later would have
them rethinking first impressions, practicing nonverbal
speech, and learning the subtleties of influence—felt like a
departure from the typical law school orientation.
And, of course, it was. The bold initiative, which
launched last fall, is also powerful, meticulously connected
to real-world needs, and effective.
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intellectual preparation with an outstanding ability
to build relationships, trust, and influence. I am
tremendously proud that our law school is the first of our
peers to develop a leadership program of this caliber, and
I am delighted to report that our debut effort exceeded
our greatest expectations.”
Indeed, other law schools are already calling, looking to
copy or learn from the Kapnick model.
“I imagine that within 10 years every law school will have
some type of program like this,” said Kapnick facilitator
Jasmina Vajzovic, ’15. “Law firms and the legal profession
are moving toward a new culture—it’s becoming more

enduring, leadership skills. The facilitators receive
intensive training the previous spring, experiencing the
Kapnick modules firsthand, working with a mentor, and
developing their own leadership styles.
The program begins in September with a two-day retreat,
during which the students visit the outdoor ropes course
and participate in a variety of team-building activities that
force them to acknowledge, and even reevaluate, their
natural tendencies. Facilitators add unexpected obstacles—
banning verbal communication just as a team is hitting its
stride, for instance—and watch to see whether participants
adjust and solve or fumble and stall. In classroom

The Beckinridge cohort negotiates an exercise where students
rearrange themselves in height order on a beam without falling off.

A key Kapnick module is“Captivating the Audience,” where students
learn from watching recordings of their own public speaking.

business-oriented, more people-oriented. Law schools are
going to have to help students develop these skills because
otherwise they’ll be sending lawyers out into the world with
only the knowledge, which is just half of what they need.”
The program, a series of eight modules that run mostly
during orientation, grew out of feedback from members
of the Law School’s Visiting Committee and is the result
of a $2 million joint gift to the Law School and Booth
School of Business by Scott, JD/MBA ’85, and Kathleen
Kapnick, ’84. The idea was to develop a program modeled
on Booth’s well-respected experiential Leadership
Effectiveness and Development (LEAD) course, which was
the first of its kind when it was launched more than two
decades ago. Tailored to the Law School, Kapnick is run
jointly by the leadership development staff at Booth and
the Law School’s Office of the Dean of Students.
Following the Booth model, carefully selected student
facilitators—twelve third-year law students and twelve
second-year Booth students—guide new 1Ls through a
series of robust workshops designed to foster self-awareness
and lay the groundwork for gradually developed, but

modules back on campus, students receive feedback on
first impressions, explore how their own personality traits
influence leadership style, learn to “captivate the audience”
through public speaking, develop strategies for building
effective and influential relationships, and examine businessrelationship norms of other cultures. In one exercise, they
work one-on-one with a facilitator to analyze a video
of themselves participating in a group discussion—a
sometimes uncomfortable, but often enlightening, process.
“Self-awareness is crucial, but it isn’t something that
always comes naturally,” Dean of Students Amy Gardner
said. “Becoming aware of the role you play in a group,
both positive and negative, and learning to see yourself
through the eyes of others can inform and improve your
interactions immensely. It can be tough to see a video of
yourself and realize, for instance, that you tend to talk over
other people or that you project a lack of confidence when
you speak. But it is much better to learn these things as a
1L so you can walk into your first job ready and able to
win the trust of your peers, clients, and superiors.”
A growth in self-understanding was one of the two most
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LAWYER AND CIVIC LEADER CREATES SCHOLARSHIPS IN CLASSMATE’S NAME
future Ron Carrs to the Law School and keeps filling
those classrooms with wonderful students who are also
wonderful human beings, it will achieve its purpose.”
Ms. Perkins and Mr. Hutchinson are actively
engaged in Chicago’s civic life. Among other things,
she is board president of The National Society of The
Colonial Dames of America in the State of Illinois, an
organization whose purposes include the preservation of
colonial and precolonial artifacts and communicating the
country’s founding values; she is treasurer of the Historic
Preservation Foundation of The Fortnightly of Chicago and
is a past president of The Fortnightly; and she is a board
member at The Guild of the Chicago History Museum,
which supports a variety of the museum’s needs and
provides funding for many major projects. He recently
completed eight years as board chair of Music of the
Baroque, having served on that board for almost 20 years;
and he is a long-time board member at the nonprofit
Presbyterian Homes, which operates continuum-of-care
retirement communities in the Chicago area.
Mr. Hutchinson has served the Law School in many
ways—as a frequent reunion cochair, as a three-term
member of the Visiting Committee, as a former president
of the Law School Alumni Association, and currently as
a member of the campaign cabinet, a small group of
prominent alumni who are providing leadership for the
capital campaign.
“I owe so much to the Law School,” Mr. Hutchinson
says. “I loved practicing law, and it has made possible
a very satisfying life for Jean and me. The decision to
give back through this bequest was easy for us. And the
decision to honor Ron Carr was easy, too, because Ron
was not just a beloved friend, he was someone who
represented the very best qualities of the Law School’s
students and graduates. He was taken from us too soon,
but Jean and I are happy that this scholarship will be an
enduring part of his legacy.”

A bequest commitment from Leland Hutchinson, ’73,
and his wife, Jean Perkins, will create the Ronald G. Carr
Memorial Scholarship Fund. It is anticipated that the fund will
provide three-year full-ride scholarships for its recipients.
Until his retirement earlier this year, Mr. Hutchinson was
a partner at Winston & Strawn for 20 years, specializing
in corporate transactions. Before
that he had been at Sidley Austin
and at the predecessor firm of
what is today Locke Lord. He and
Ms. Perkins met when they were
students at Principia College; they
celebrated their 40th wedding
anniversary this year. She holds an
MBA from the Booth School.
Ronald Carr was a classmate of
Leland Hutchinson, ’73 Mr. Hutchinson. “Ron and I met
on our first day at the Law School,
and we remained close friends
until Ron’s passing in 1995,” Mr.
Hutchinson says. “Even in a class
that was full of brilliant people,
Ron stood out, and his personal
qualities were as exceptional as
his intelligence. He was loved and
respected.” Mr. Carr was editorin-chief of the Law Review. He
Jean Perkins Hutchinson clerked for Supreme Court Justice
Lewis Powell, and at the age of 28 he became a special
assistant to US Attorney General (and former Law School
dean) Edward Levi, ’35. Later he worked on antitrust
matters in the Justice Department before joining Morrison
& Foerster, where he was a partner. He was married to
Mary Azcuenaga, ’73.
Mr. Hutchinson recalls: “I had a great experience at the
Law School, and a big part of that experience was being
surrounded by so many very smart fellow students. Even
if you were one of the lesser intellectual lights, as I was,
it was an education in itself just to be in the presence of
so many exceptional minds. If this bequest helps bring
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immediate and noticeable effects of Kapnick. The other
was the striking bond that formed among the 1Ls.
“You could see it as soon as you walked into the Green
Lounge,” Gardner said. “We have always had camaraderie
at the Law School—it’s a benefit of being small—but
there was a level of closeness and trust that just happened
sooner. That will pay off in so many ways, both during
law school and after graduation.”
One 3L facilitator noticed the difference during a phone
conversation with her sister, a first year at Harvard Law.
“She was still doing a lot of stuff on her own,” the facilitator
said. “They aren’t doing anything like this at Harvard.”
Several faculty members saw the change, too.
“The students have seemed more collegial and more aware
of the impression they are making on others,” said Douglas
Baird, Harry A. Bigelow Distinguished Service Professor of
Law. “I must admit that I am quite pleasantly surprised.”
A number of first-year students described a Kapnick

domino effect: the bonding grew into camaraderie and
mutual respect, which made them feel more supported
and, therefore, more willing to speak up, reach out, and
take chances.
“One of the most terrifying things about law school
is the prospect of being cold called, and having an
embarrassing cold call, in front of all these people you’re
supposed to be competing with,” said Gabe Rossman, ’17.
“But I really think the whole emphasis on warmth and
the friendship we built during Kapnick has mitigated a lot
of people’s stresses and fears of being put on the spot. A
number of people have said that.”
In a survey conducted after Kapnick concluded, almost
95 percent of students said they gained insights about
working in teams, 94 percent said they received valuable
feedback that would help their careers, and 82 percent said
they learned how their own personalities might influence
their work strategies. Nearly 98 percent said they bonded

At the retreat, part of the Lafontant cohort (cohorts are named for prominent Law School faculty or alumni) works on a task involving
selling an imaginary item of their own invention.
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with their Bigelow sections and other classmates.
“If we can help students coming into a new environment
at an important time in their lives create some
connections that allow them to assimilate more rapidly
and feel comfortable, we buy a lot of goodwill,” said
Jeffrey Anderson, former Associate Dean for Leadership
Development at Booth and one of the program’s architects.
“And that opens their minds to the stuff that follows.”
Those open minds may well be why the Kapnick
dominos continued to fall in the weeks and months after
the program ended. As fall quarter progressed, the lessons
settled in, perspectives continued to widen and shift, and
students began to make subtle changes that hinted at the
enduring legacy to come.
* * *
Back at the retreat, Ian Cohen had just dropped into his
teammates’ waiting arms. Not so bad.
Heading into Law School, and into the Kapnick

together,” he remembered. He found himself entirely in
the moment, focused on the task at hand. The fall was
part of a more complex challenge: the group had to figure
out how to get each member to the opposite side of a giant
rope web without touching the rope or, in most cases,
using an opening more than once. The backward drop was
the first step toward being lifted, and it required one to
have at least a modicum of faith in the team. The exercise
was tricky, odd, and … fun.
Throughout the course, similar scenes requiring varying
levels of cooperation, communication, and humor were
playing out: one group was trying to balance on a wood
seesaw, and another was trying to cram themselves onto a
2-by-2-foot platform at the same time. “OK, everyone get
as sideways as you can!” a student in the latter group called
out as they stepped forward. They managed to hold their
spots to the count of nine.
Another group was lined up on a log, trying to rearrange

Students work in small groups on a communication exercise
involving accurately drawing what another student describes.

Jeffrey Anderson, then Associate Dean for Leadership Development
at Chicago Booth, works with students on a group exercise.

program, Cohen hadn’t known quite what to expect. He’d
worried that an elite law school would invite cutthroat
competition and anxious intensity. Although he’d had
leadership opportunities during his undergraduate years
at Cornell and on internships in a New York State
assemblyman’s office and in the Kings County (NY)
District Attorney’s Office, he didn’t think of himself
as particularly take-charge when it came to group
collaboration. He knew he had a tendency to be shy and
hang back at first, and he’d always assumed that only the
most assertive people excelled as leaders.
But out in the woods, that began to change. After
his classmates caught him, any remaining concerns
about feeling silly dropped away. “We were all laughing

themselves in height order without falling off.
“I’m perfectly comfortable with this because I salsa
dance,” one student told her team. A moment later, when
she stumbled, a teammate caught her and the group was
able to continue. “We’re at the end!” the woman cheered
when she finally arrived at the perfect spot for her 5-foot-2
½-inch height.
At the web, Cohen’s group was determined, debriefing
after failed attempts but always rebounding from mistakes.
When it was Josephine Oshiafi’s turn, the group was
ready for a win.
“I trust you guys,” she said, falling back until her pink
shoelaces were even with her head. The group passed her
over the top of the web, avoiding the openings completely,
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themselves through excellence and hard work.
But, on the other hand, in the upper echelon of high
achievers—the world that students of the Law School
inhabit—excellence isn’t, on its own, much of a differentiator.
To illustrate this, Kapnick’s facilitators shared a cluster chart
of LSAT scores and GPAs that demonstrated how hard it can
be to distinguish one high achiever from another; elite law
students were, for the most part, one big, barely decipherable
blob at the top of the chart. Their message: clients and
employers will assume that a Chicago graduate is smart; that
part’s a given. What they really want is an intellect who also
can create relationships and work well with others.
They want someone that people like.
“I can tell you that being analytically brilliant is a
necessary, but not sufficient, condition for success in
the practice of the law,” Robert H. Riley, ’78, Executive
Committee Member at Schiff Hardin, told Law School
students at orientation. Schiff Hardin is a sponsor, and
vocal supporter, of Kapnick. “Client relationships begin
and end over trust issues more than anything else.”
In one exercise, part of a Kapnick module called
“Building Relationships and Influencing Others,” the
facilitators invited students to call out traits they look for
in team members. In the session Jasmina Vajzovic was

and deposited her carefully on the other side. She smiled
tentatively, and then the group broke into cheers.
“I volunteered to be lifted because at that point I was
starting to trust my group members, and thought, ‘Let me
do this and see if it inspires other people to keep moving,’
and it did,” Oshiafi, ’17, said.
Later, when Cohen, Oshiafi, and other students reflected
on the experience, these were some of things they’d
remember: there are multiple ways to solve a problem,
a strong team requires different types of people and
contributions, and laughter brings people together.
They also learned what they liked about each other.
This wasn’t a small thing. Over the course of the first
quarter, the bonds that began on logs and under ropes
deepened, and this underscored a critical—but sometimes
easily dismissed—concept: likeability matters.
A lot.
* * *
The likeability lesson, and the importance of personal
warmth versus competence, was one that managed to be
both obvious and counterintuitive. On one hand, many of
the students had entered law school with a default strategy
that relied heavily on the competence that had landed them
here in the first place. They were used to distinguishing

The Hall cohort collaborates on the “spiderweb” task at the retreat. The group must pass each team member through the web without
touching it, and each opening must be used once and only once.
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to speak up,” Vajzovic said. “But once I became aware of
that, I learned to work through it. On my first day at Perkins
Coie, I walked in and shook everyone’s hand, and they saw
me as a professional. I was a summer associate who deserved
a job, and deserved to come back as an attorney. Even now,
as I’m speaking, I’m composed and professional. A year ago, I
probably would have been giddy and laughing.”
Other facilitators described similar experiences: a
deeper confidence, visible professionalism, a greater
ability to contribute effectively to discussions. This is the
interpersonal polish that law firm and corporate leaders
had identified as the missing piece in many young lawyers;
it is the gap Kapnick was established to bridge.
“I think the value and the impact of this program will
continue to grow as the students apply their insights
during law school, then graduate and realize they’re
approaching meetings with clients and colleagues in a
different way, and with a different mindset,” said Kapnick
planner Terri Brady, the Senior Leadership Development
Coach at Booth and a former practicing lawyer.
Once they have graduated, the demands of the legal
marketplace will encourage more growth, and the dominos
will continue to tumble.
“As a lawyer now you have to be more nimble, more
flexible, and you should have a higher degree of emotional
intelligence: a deeper understanding of yourself and a
clearer understanding of the importance of empathy.”
Brady said. “Hierarchies are breaking down in the
business world, so of course they’re breaking down in the
intersection between business and law. We used to picture
the solitary lawyer working alone. Now we have a new
model: collaboration. You have to be a skilled team player
because clients know teams will produce a superior result.”
It wasn’t surprising to Brady that the Law School led its
peers in recognizing this shift and responding with a robust
program. “Smart people are innovators and change agents,”
she said. “Kudos to Dean Schill and to the Dean of Students’
Office for working with the Visiting Committee. They all ‘get
it’ because they have practiced law and spent time thinking
about ‘lawyers as leaders.’ I’m not at all surprised the Law
School supported this type of program. This is exactly the
place where I would expect people to have the vision and
the wisdom to know that the action skills we work on in the
Kapnick program are so critical.”
* * *
Still, Kapnick was a bit of a trust fall for the Law School.
Schill and others were skeptical at first, and they wondered
whether “soft skills” had a place in a law school known for

helping lead, participants called out more than three dozen
words. When they were finished, Vajzovic divided the
words based on their connection to competence (curious,
hardworking, big-picture thinker, reliable) or warmth
(trustworthy, thoughtful, resilient, self-aware, fun). There
were 27 words associated with warmth, but only 10 under
competence, a nearly 3-to-1 ratio. “When I did this during
my training in the spring, I was shocked,” Vajzovic said.
“You think it’s going to be all about competence, all about
what you know. But then when you think about it for five
minutes, it makes sense. Especially at an institution like
this where we all come out competent—you need to be
able to differentiate yourself.”
This was a message that resonated with students. “I
think often when people go to law school and become
attorneys, they assume they have to be cold-hearted, ruthless,
impersonal, and almost robotic,” Rossman said. “It was great
for us to learn that that’s not the case and, in fact, what can
distinguish us and make us successful is not just our technical
competence but also our warmth and ability to connect. It’s
something that society at large knows and understands, but I
had not associated with the legal profession.”
These realizations signaled a growing shift among students
who had been through Kapnick: instead of tweaking their
behavior and leaving it at that, students were incorporating
the lessons into their thinking about relationships, careers,
and what it means to be a successful lawyer.
For instance, Eric Lewin, ’17, learned to think about the
effectiveness of feedback and to focus on responding to
and learning from others. “You might think you’re being
helpful, but it is important to recognize how other people
are reacting to you,” he said.
Sai Yarramalla, ’17, learned that his tendency to be
reserved can sometimes make him appear underconfident.
After Kapnick, he found himself thinking about the
impression he made on others, and he began pushing
himself to be more vocal and to consider new ideas more
readily. “I’ve been able to build relationships with my
peers more easily, and when I go out to networking events,
it’s much easier for me to meet people and relate to
them,” he said. “That’s because of Kapnick.”
Kapnick’s facilitators, who went through the program last
spring as part of their training, saw the growing impact of
these skills in summer jobs. Vajzovic, for instance, felt it on
her first day as a summer associate in the Chicago office of
Perkins Coie. “I had always had a hard time feeling like a
professional, and feeling like part of the group because I saw
myself as young and inexperienced, and so I wasn’t as willing
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its deep intellect and demanding academics.
But it had also become increasingly clear in conversations
with alumni that this was an idea whose time had come.
Their message was clear: even the brightest students can’t
afford to be interpersonally underequipped.
“The change in the landscape means you’re not going
to get this leisurely training; nobody’s paying for that
anymore,” Diana White, ’81, Executive Director of
LAF, the largest provider of legal aid in Cook County,
told students during a panel discussion at orientation.
“And in my world, it’s not even a question of the client
paying, we just don’t have that money. So we’re looking
for people who are able to work well with other people,
who can operate with co-counsel, who will take care of
relationships, who will be attentive and respectful. It’s a
lot more than what’s covered in a law school curriculum.”
Added David Tanury, ’11, an attorney with the US
Department of Labor: “It becomes relationship-oriented
very quickly. And the technical skills, while important,
aren’t usually what set you apart.”
This is both an advantage and a challenge, Schiff
Hardin’s Riley told students. “It’s good news because you
all have the capacity to do this,” he said. “The bad news is
there’s no formula for it.”
Although some students clearly wished for a formula—
and a few even balked at the it’s-up-to-you message—the
absence of clear, uniform instructions was intentional.
“Part of the wisdom here is to create a platform that
allows people to take away what matters to them,”
Anderson said. “Too many of the leadership development
things that occur out there in the business world take
people and put them through the same things, on the
same schedule—the underlying assumption is that
everyone needs the same thing and in the same doses,
which is not the case. With Kapnick, people processed
things differently, but they had gotten a lot of the bigpicture things we hoped they would: the importance
of relationships, the importance of thinking about how
other people react to you, and how enduring that is. They
understood how important warmth and likeability really
are and how it can impact their ability to get things done.”
The Law School had a strong foundation on which to
build Kapnick. It already had experience with an existing
Law School framework, the Keystone Professionalism and
Leadership Program—a series of practical talks, trainings,
and workshops that started in 2011 and has seen increased
attendance since Kapnick launched. In addition, every
part of Kapnick is deliberate and rooted in Booth’s years
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of experience with LEAD, as well as research from a variety
of realms: business, psychology, economics, and sociology.
Some of these studies are presented directly to students as
part of the classroom work, but much of it remains in the
background. It is studied by the Law School’s twelve Schiff
Hardin facilitators and their counterparts from Booth and
used by the planners to inform the order, structure, and
content of the lessons and exercises.
Despite the high level of preparation, experience, and
research, everyone was prepared for the uncertainty that
comes with any start-up initiative—a bumpy rollout,
perhaps, or backlash from skeptics who would fail to
see the real-world significance and assume that the
program was feel-good fluff. And, sure enough, many of
the students said they were initially cautious; some even
pushed back in group discussions, which is exactly what
the planners and facilitators had expected from students
preparing for a career that values skepticism.
But, relatively quickly, the lessons began to click,
cascading through the class. Students were receptive, even
responding well during the uncomfortable moments,
such as when they were reading first-impression feedback
from fellow students. “I was surprised by how reflective
people were,” facilitator Sarah Kang, ’15, said. “Students
were candid in sharing the negative feedback they had
received and also in admitting that they had made efforts
to connect socially with some people in the group but not
with others. They really looked at the information and
thought about the implications.”
Throughout the entire program, facilitators acted as close
observers, providing frequent and individualized feedback
designed to guide rather than conclude.
“We’re not the ones who know what’s right or wrong—
our purpose is to build awareness,” said facilitator Andrew
C. Adair, ’15. “For instance, if someone was too loud, we
didn’t say, ‘You were too loud,’—we asked them what they
saw watching the video, and they identified the behaviors.
Then we encouraged them to think about how those
behaviors might be seen by others, how they might affect
group dynamics, and whether there’s anything they want to
enhance or correct. I was really nervous about these sessions
because it was my first time doing one-on-one feedback.
But it wasn’t as hard as I thought. In all my experiences, the
students came at me right away with things they wanted to
think about. It was surprising. It was great.”
Several students said that while it wasn’t exactly fun
to identify weaknesses, they also learned a lot about
how some of those same traits could be, and often were,
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channeled in highly productive ways. “I learned that
sometimes I dominate conversations, but I also learned
that I’m good at supporting people who might not be so
vocal,” Rossman said.
Adair said it was exciting to watch students actively
incorporating the insights, gradually improving their
effectiveness, likeability, and ability to influence others.
“Kapnick is all about benchmarking and developing selfawareness,” he said. “It’s figuring out where you are and
where you want to go.”

* * *
Cohen had always assumed that his default was to let
others take charge. A thinker and observer by nature, he
noticed that his teammates also had default settings: in
every challenge, it was the same people giving the orders.
At one point, he even commented to a teammate that
he found it thought-provoking: the leaders were always
leaders, the followers were always followers.
But then his team took on a challenge that involved
traversing an area by walking entirely on heavy beams
that needed to be lifted and repositioned as they moved
along—a task that required strategy, coordination, and
leadership. As the challenge unfolded, Cohen found
himself stepping outside his comfort zone in ways that
surprised him. Ways that felt good.
“I felt for a moment that I could let go of my fears of
leading and just take on a leadership role, even though I’d
been in the background at first,” Cohen said. “I just saw a
hole or a vacuum where I could put myself.”
Even when the facilitators told him he couldn’t talk,
Cohen used eye contact and gestures to communicate with
his teammates; it all came so … naturally. In the back of
his mind, he worried slightly that he might be “pushing
other people out” by stepping up, but nobody else gave
any indication that they resented his role.
“It struck me that this is what leadership is supposed
to feel like—it’s not forced at all, it’s just collaboration,”
Cohen said. “I’m not a natural leader, but something
about the activity flipped a switch.”
This was the type of experience Kapnick’s planners had
hoped, and expected, to see early on—a step that would
trigger other steps and gradually lead students to a level of
interpersonal development they otherwise might not have
seen until midcareer.
For Cohen and his classmates, the full effect of the
Kapnick Initiative will be most evident in a few years—
perhaps when they’re new lawyers, taking on leadership
positions earlier, or working their warm connections to
accomplish a goal, or finding that they rally the support of
a team more easily than other new hires.
“The impact of Kapnick will continue long after the
program has ended,” Gardner said. “That’s what will be
most exciting—seeing all of the different ways in which
this plays out for our students. This program isn’t about
overnight transformation. It’s about laying the
groundwork for a critical set of skills that have the power
to change their careers and their lives.”

Jasmina Vajzovic, ‘15, and her fellow facilitators watch as their
1Ls perform an improv exercise.

This was a common theme in Kapnick: one size rarely
fits all. There are core qualities that matter, but there are
different, equally valid, ways to express many of them.
Or as facilitator Erica Jaffe, ’15, put it during the
Personality and Leadership workshop: “There is no profile
for a leader.”
When she said this, she was getting ready to hand back the
results of the Hogan Personality Inventory, which measures
traits along seven scales—response style, assertion, sociability,
interpersonal sensitivity, prudence, inquisitiveness, and
learning approach. She wanted to be clear: there was no
“winning” formula. For instance, someone who scored on the
far right of the assertion scale might be energetic, competitive,
self-assured, and willing to take initiative—but might also
be overly dominant or a poor listener. Someone on the far
right of the interpersonal sensitivity scale might be friendly,
engaging, and cooperative—but be thin-skinned and have
difficulty handling conflict.
“It’s great to know what your default tendencies are,”
she said. “But where it really matters is how it informs
your interactions.”
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The Law School’s first class of Rubenstein Scholars
graduated last year—unburdened by mounds of law
school debt, thanks to the full-tuition scholarship
program made possible by two extraordinary gifts
totaling $20 million from alumnus and University
Trustee David M. Rubenstein, ’73.
The impact has been palpable: many said the
program meant having the luxury to choose career
paths that felt right—which is how Rubenstein has
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described feeling about the scholarship he received
as a law student. He has said his scholarship enabled
him to graduate debt-free, and that freedom allowed
him to step away from law firm practice two years
after graduation to pursue his interest in politics.
Rubenstein, the co-founder and Co-Chief
Executive Officer of The Carlyle Group, a global
private equity investment firm based in Washington
DC, worked as chief counsel to a Senate
subcommittee and was a domestic policy advisor to
President Jimmy Carter. An influential philanthropist,
he joined the University’s Board of Trustees in 2007.
His initial 2010 gift of $10 million, which was
the largest contribution from an individual in the
Law School’s history, was intended to fund merit
scholarships for about 10 percent of the enrollment in
three successive classes, beginning with the class of
2014. He renewed the gift in 2013 to cover about 60
students in the classes of 2017, 2018, and 2019.
We followed up with several from the first group
of Rubenstein Scholars—many are clerking for federal
judges—to find out what the program meant to them.
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IGNACIO SOFO

KRISTIN CZUBKOWSKI

Hometown: Bariloche, Argentina
Undergrad school and major: Pennsylvania State
University, Mathematics and Philosophy
Activities/honors at the Law School: Latino/a
Law Students Association, Law Review, and a
championship-less IM soccer career
What did being a Rubenstein Scholar mean to
you? It was interesting watching the program grow in
the three years that we were in school. Our group was
the initial set of Rubenstein
Scholars, and by the time we
graduated there were three full
classes. I’m looking forward
to the network that is going
to be formed across the
different years.
Why UChicago? The
school combines a lot of
the things I was looking
for. It has a really dedicated
faculty, small graduating
classes, and a unique approach to studying law. It also
helps that it is located in such a great city.
Who was your favorite Law School professor?
Professor Baird. I enjoyed all the classes I took with
him, but Corporate Reorganizations was by far my
favorite class in law school. Professor Baird’s teaching
style matched the class really well. All the students had
already taken Bankruptcy, so he had free rein to pick a
set of issues that explored why we’ve set up the world
of reorganizations the way we did and how the rules
reflect that. He was terrific in that class.
Where are you now? I am living in San Francisco and
clerking for Judge Michelle Friedland of the US Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? I like my
office right now. Unfortunately, I don’t think they
will let me stay beyond August.
What is your biggest accomplishment? Graduation.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
Great minds do not think alike.
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Hometown: New Berlin, Wisconsin
Undergrad: University of Wisconsin–Madison,
Journalism and History
Activities/honors at the Law School: Member of the
Law Review, member of the Housing Initiative Clinic,
research assistant for Professor Lee Fennell, graduated
with honors
What did being a Rubenstein
Scholar mean to you? I feel
incredibly privileged to be a
Rubenstein Scholar. Having
the scholarship removed one
very large source of stress from
my law school experience—
financial concerns—and gave
me the freedom to approach
law school the way I wanted to.
Why UChicago? In short, I
chose the University of Chicago Law School because
it felt right. When I visited the campus, I quickly
got the impression that it was a challenging (some
would even say rigorous), but intimate, place to learn.
Overall, I think that first impression was accurate.
Who was your favorite Law School professor?
My favorite professor at the Law School is Professor
Fennell. I took three classes with her and worked as
her research assistant, and I find her so intelligent and
impressive, but also a compassionate and dedicated
teacher. I also want to make special mention
of Professors Strahilevitz and LaCroix for their
mentorship of me in law school.
Where are you now? I currently live in Lawrence,
Kansas, and work as a law clerk for a federal judge. I
will return to Chicago next year to work at a law firm.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? I’m keeping my
options open for the future—I’m excited to start my law
firm job, but one of my passions before law school that
remains with me is city government and policy, and that
is a passion I would still love to pursue at some point.
What is your biggest accomplishment? Probably
graduating from the Law School, but I’m also
incredibly proud of the work I did in my three years as
a local government journalist in Madison, Wisconsin.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
Intellectually challenging (and humbling!). Personally
enlightening.
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COURTNEY COX

KAREN LEUNG

Hometown: Bristol, Rhode Island
Undergrad: Yale University, double major in Ethics,
Politics, & Economics and Engineering Sciences,
Electrical. Also completed graduate work in philosophy
at Oxford (BPhil/DPhil)
Activities/honors at the Law School: Law Review;
Pro Bono Service Initiative;
Young Center for Immigrant
Children’s Rights; China Law
Society, Co-President; Law
School Musical Pit Band;
China International Immersion
Program. Honors: Highest
Honors; Order of the Coif;
Kirkland & Ellis Scholar; The
Edwin F. Mandel Award for
Exceptional Contributions to the
Law School’s Clinical Education Program.
What did being a Rubenstein Scholar mean to you?
Being a Rubenstein meant having the opportunity
to join a community within an already excellent
community. I was very impressed by my class of
Rubensteins, a group of very intelligent, but humble,
people who were a pleasure to be around.
Why UChicago? When I visited, I was blown away by
the intellectual curiosity, engagement, and dedication
of the faculty—to their work, the students, and each
other. The Rubenstein made it an easy decision.
Who was your favorite Law School professor? They
were all stellar—please don’t make me choose!
Where are you now? I’ve just moved to Cambridge,
Massachusetts, and work as a law clerk on the First
Circuit Court of Appeals.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? I hope to still
be working on challenging legal problems, whether in
the service of the academy or clients.
What is your biggest accomplishment? I once got
Professor Levmore to permit me to offer a hypothetical
in 1L Torts. He had just finished recounting a story
about fishing, and when he tried to cut me off, I
responded that he had just finished a story, and now
it was my turn. In all seriousness, I am proud of my
work helping Chinese immigrant children through the
Young Center and only regret I did not join it sooner.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
A rigorous challenge, with engaging people.
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Hometown: Brampton, Ontario, Canada/Hong
Kong, China
Undergrad: Columbia University, English and
Comparative Literature
Activities/honors at the Law School: The Young
Center for Immigrant Children’s Rights; Salzburg
Cutler Fellows Program
What did being a Rubenstein Scholar mean to you?
Freedom to choose.

Biggest Accomplishment:
Helping with a case at
the National Immigrant
Justice Center in Chicago
during my 1L summer.
The client won her
residency after fighting
her case for 12 years.
Who were your favorite Law School professors?
Laura Weinrib, Elizabeth Frankel, and Tom
Ginsburg. They really care about teaching, and they
take an interdisciplinary view. And they are very nice.
Where are you now? New York, New York. I work as
a law clerk in the restructuring group at Dechert LLP.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? Making a
difference on policy issues such as US asylum law.
What is your biggest accomplishment? Helping
with a case at the National Immigrant Justice Center
in Chicago during my 1L summer. The client won
her residency after fighting her case for 12 years.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
Tough, rewarding, once-in-a-lifetime.
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Cafaro Scholar: “I Try Harder Because It’s for Her”
Grieves, 33, comes from a family that emphasized
getting a job after high school rather than going to college.
But her older sister, who now has a PhD, had chosen to
continue her education, becoming the first college graduate
in the family. She pushed Grieves to do the same.
“I always told her I couldn’t afford it,” Grieves said. But
when she was 25, Grieves enrolled in community college
then transferred to a state school, paying her tuition with
money she earned waiting tables. From the beginning, she
knew she wanted to help people, and “the law is a very
powerful tool,” she said.
She began to think about going to law school,
sometimes discussing her aspirations with a federal
defender who was a regular at the steakhouse where
she worked. The lawyer encouraged her, and he put in
a good word when she applied as an undergraduate for
an internship at the federal public defender’s office in
Nashville, where he worked. She landed the role—and
felt a connection to the work. One case that particularly
touched her involved a man who had been charged with
felony possession of a firearm.
“It was a terrible injustice—there was no real evidence
to tie him to the crime,” she said. “We worked really
hard on the case, and I was able to work closely with his
attorney. We got an acquittal, which was the best feeling
of my life.”
Now that she’s at the Law School, Grieves is able to
devote herself to realizing her dream, serving on the boards
of Defenders and the Chicago Law Foundation, doing pro
bono public defense work, and working on the Federal
Criminal Justice Clinic. But the scholarship’s impact is one
that extends beyond the financial assistance.
“To have someone invest in me like this really means a
lot,” Grieves said. “I’m someone who has always paid my
own way for everything. Now I think I actually try harder
because it’s for her. On some level, I want to make Debra
Cafaro proud and to have her know that her money was
well spent.”

Constance Grieves’s law school experience would have
been different without Debra Cafaro.
For starters, without the full-tuition Cafaro Scholarship,
Grieves, ’16, might not be at Chicago Law; “I’d probably
have opted for a lesser school,” she said. Either way, she’d
most likely be juggling classes and a job, just as she did
during her undergraduate
years at Middle Tennessee
State University and a
community college. And,
although she doesn’t think
she would have strayed
entirely from her plan to
pursue criminal defense work,
law school debt undoubtedly
would have influenced,
and probably limited, her
postgraduate choices.
Constance Grieves, ’16
“I’m really happy, and so
grateful, not to be in the position of having to make that
decision,” said Grieves, one of the first recipients of an
award made possible by the $4 million that Cafaro, ’82,
donated to the Law School in 2013. In addition to being
a cum laude graduate of the Law School, Cafaro is a
University trustee and the Chairman and CEO of Ventas,
Inc., a Chicago-based real estate investment trust.
“This is the only time since I was 16 that I haven’t
worked—it’s blowing my mind,” Grieves said. “As a result,
I’ve been able to focus on being a good student and getting
the skills I need to be a good lawyer. It’s alleviated a lot
of stress.”
Cafaro’s gift established a program that will allow 22
students with substantial financial need to attend the Law
School at no cost—four in the Class of 2016, and three
in each of the following six classes. Cafaro was the first
member of her family to attend college, and she has said
that her Law School degree was a critical foundation for her
business career.
“She has such a presence. She’s a powerful woman,
and you can just feel it before she even says a word,” said
Grieves, who had dinner with Cafaro and her family last
year. “She’s impressive.”
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BENJAMIN BROWN
inclined after years studying philosophy. I’m grateful,
however, that I was able to get the exposure to
economics that I may not have received elsewhere.
Who was your favorite Law School professor? Picking
a favorite is impossible! I have fond memories of so
many of my professors. My favorite class, however, was
easily Elements of the Law with Richard McAdams.
I distinctly recall feeling, on several occasions, that I
should stand up and applaud when McAdams finished
his lecture. A feat indeed on those dreary Friday
afternoons.
Where are you now? I currently live in Phoenix,
Arizona. I’m working as a property manager, looking for
a career in the law, and trying my hand at some other
alternatives to the law.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? My vision for
the next ten years has shifted considerably since I started
law school. At this time, I simply hope to excel in my
career and be relatively happy.
What is your biggest accomplishment? When I was
just a month shy of 16, I hiked across Costa Rica, from
coast to coast, with complete strangers. I fell ill from the
water, became dehydrated, and suffered hallucinations;
to this day, I don’t think I’ve been nearer to death than
on that trip. Four of the nine in our group gave up, but
our small group of five made it. I can hardly imagine a
better feeling than what I felt sitting in the waters of the
Pacific after the last day of that ordeal.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
Growth, but not as I expected.

Hometown: Tempe, Arizona
Undergrad: Brigham Young University, Philosophy
Activities/honors at the Law School: The Federalist
Society, Vice President of Faculty Relations; J. Reuben
Clark Law Society, Student Chair of Service and
Outreach Committee;
Dallin H. Oaks Society,
Vice President; and The
Edmund Burke Society
What did being a
Rubenstein Scholar
mean to you? It was an
incredible blessing. It
also felt like a unique
legacy: at BYU I was
a research assistant for
David Paulsen, ’64,
who attended Chicago
Law on a full-tuition
scholarship. In turn, while in law school, Paulsen was
a research assistant for Dallin Oaks, ’57, who also
attended Chicago on a full-tuition scholarship. While
I have always felt a need to use my talents wisely,
Rubenstein’s gift and my connection to this unique
legacy make me keenly aware of my responsibility to
help others and excel in my field.
Why UChicago? Without a doubt, I chose Chicago
because of the Rubenstein Scholarship. I was set on
going elsewhere until I received the offer. While I was
attracted by the focus on law and economics at Chicago,
I was hesitant to join a school that felt so academically
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HILLEL NADLER
Hometown: Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Undergrad school and major: Harvard University,
Philosophy
Activities/honors at the Law School: Law Review,
Jewish Law Students Association, Order of the Coif,
Kirkland & Ellis Scholar
What did being a
Rubenstein Scholar mean
to you? It meant that the
Law School had made a
commitment to me and was
invested in my success at
law school and afterward.
Why UChicago? Because
I wanted, in the words of
one alum I talked to when
I was making the decision,
to “get an education, not
just a credential.” Students
and faculty at the Law School seemed to exhibit a
completely unique commitment to scholarship (and
this turned out to be the case). I was also drawn in by
the Law School’s interdisciplinary bent.

Who was your favorite Law School professor? If
forced to choose just one, Douglas Baird. Every Baird
class is a performance. And not many professors
would invite a study group out to lunch on a Sunday
at the last minute to discuss the correct measure of
expectation damages for breach of a forward contract
(Missouri Furnace).
Where are you now? Chicago. I’m clerking for Judge
Frank Easterbrook of the US Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit.
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? I hope to be
doing something that is both personally fulfilling and
intellectually engaging.
What is your biggest accomplishment? Making
it through the second year of law school with a
0–6-month-old infant—though most of the credit
for that accomplishment goes to my wife and friends
at the Law School who helped me stay afloat.
Describe your Law School experience in six words:
Having fun is a deadweight loss.

DAVID KING
Where do you hope to be in 10 years? It changes
every week.
What is your biggest accomplishment? Prior to law
school I was a Peace Corps volunteer in Mozambique,
where I taught chemistry and English to high school
students. Doing that
for two years was both
immensely rewarding
and challenging.

Hometown: Cincinnati, Ohio
Undergrad: University of Dayton, Biochemistry
Activities/honors at the Law School: Law Review,
Articles Editor; Kirkland and Ellis Scholar; Order of the
Coif; Highest Honors
What did being a Rubenstein Scholar mean to you?
Being a Rubenstein Scholar has meant having the luxury
of not being financially constrained when choosing jobs
and thinking about a career path.
Why UChicago? The Rubenstein scholarship played
a big role, as did the strong reputation of the school
and faculty.
Who was your favorite Law School professor? Too
many good ones to choose.
Where are you now? I live in Washington, DC, and
am clerking for Judge David S. Tatel of the US Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.
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Originalism: A Debate
Will Baude
and
Eric Posner
In Winter Quarter 2014, Eric Posner, Kirkland & Ellis Distinguished Service Professor of
Law and Arthur and Esther Kane Research Chair, and William Baude, Neubauer Family
Assistant Professor of Law, cotaught a course on originalism, the theory of constitutional
interpretation that fixes the meaning of the Constitution at the time of its creation. During
the class, they both blogged about the content of the course in dialogue with each other.
Professors Baude and Posner allowed The Record to excerpt their conversation here.
To maintain the flow and tone of the conversation, the posts included here are
reproduced in their original form. The entire conversation, however, includes many more
posts than we could include here. Readers are encouraged to read the entire conversation;
Professor Baude has posted links to all the posts: www.washingtonpost.com/news/
volokh-conspiracy/wp/2014/04/09/originalism-and-its-critics-my-dialogue-with-eric/.
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opinions have costs too, because then the Court is accused
of going too fast, not explaining itself, etc.
(I also wish that the Heller opinions had been shorter because
then it might have been feasible to assign Larry Solum’s
excellent article on Heller and interpretive methodology.)
In any event, it seems to me that most of the work in
Heller is done by an interpretive claim that is as much legal
or theoretical as it is historical. This is the majority’s claim
that “the Second Amendment was not intended to lay
down a novel principle but rather codified a right inherited
from our English ancestors,” and that even if self-defense
was not the primary purpose of “the right’s codification;
it was the central component of the right itself.” The idea
here is to see the Second Amendment as framed against a
vast preexisting backdrop of nonconstitutional legal rules,

JANUARY 7, 2014: ERIC POSNER
Originalism Seminar Class 1: Heller
The graph on this page shows the number of students
who give themselves a 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly
agree”) in response to the statement “I consider myself an
originalist.” We also asked them (anonymously) for their
political beliefs, and there is a moderate correlation (0.48)
between being an originalist and being conservative.
Let’s see whether students change their mind by the end
of the course. Meanwhile, a few comments on Heller.
It seems to me that the text of the Second Amendment
suggests that the right to bear arms is tied to serving in a
militia, though not unambiguously, and that the exhaustive
historical research discussed by the Court does not resolve

4
3
2
1
0
1
Eric Posner

William Baude

JANUARY 8, 2014: WILL BAUDE
Heller as an Advertisement for Originalist
Methodology
Eric Posner has posted a few comments on our first class
on originalism, including his thoughts on Heller. It will
probably be no surprise to readers that I have a different
view. It is true that the opinions in Heller are very long and
go into much more historical detail than Supreme Court
opinions usually do. The length and density of the opinions
is unfortunate in one sense. It makes the historical questions
seem much harder, or much more intractable, than they
really are if you sit down and go through the materials
carefully. On the other hand, shorter more engimatic
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including the right to keep and bear arms. The Second
Amendment plucks one of those preexisting rules and
codifies it against future change.
Now one could certainly disagree about that move.
Some people think that legal rules should be limited
to the paradigm cases or purposes that motivated their
enactment. But I think the move is correct. If the Takings
Clause began by telling us that it was primarily motivated
to stop the uncompensated impressment of horses and
guns by the army, we should still read “private property”
consistent with its natural and traditional scope. In any
event, once that move is established, most of the history
described by the dissent is beside the point.
This is a recurring theme in originalism debates. Often
what seems like an intractable historical debate is really
solved by a legal or interpretive question about what kind
of history matters. Consider also the debate between
Justices Scalia and Stevens in Citizens United about the
First Amendment and corporations. Justice Stevens
argues that the Framers’ negative views about the role of
corporations in society makes it unlikely that corporations
have full First Amendment rights. Justice Scalia responds
that Founding-era attitudes towards corporations are
irrelevant if the text does not incorporate them, or at least
that we would need specific evidence that corporations

the ambiguity one way or the other. A general preference
for allowing voters to make up their own mind, the absence
of any allegation or evidence of political failure, a relevant
precedent if not a strong one, and a very long history of gun
control legislation across the country all point to upholding
the statute. Both Scalia’s and Stevens’s opinions are horrible
messes. Scalia’s parsing of the text is wooden and ludicrous.
Both of them select the evidence they like and interpret it
tendentiously. Neither shows any feeling for history. The
opinions are tedious, pompous anti-models of judicial
writing, no advertisement for the method of originalism.
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were thought to be excluded from the freedom of speech.
Again, the important dispute is not really a historical
one so much as an interpretive one, about what kind of
historical evidence is relevant to legal meaning.
All of this is why I think originalism today is best learned
in law schools, and practiced by legal scholars, rather than
in other academic departments. But that is a much longer
discussion for another day.

he would have if he had gone the other way in Heller (no
gun rights at all), given the greater importance for policing
of the state governments both at the founding and today.
This is akin to the second-best problem in economics:
partial originalism–originalism-and-precedent–may lead to
outcomes that are less respectful to original understandings
than nonoriginalist methodologies would.
JANUARY 22, 2014: WILL BAUDE
Precedent Is Not a Threat to Originalism
What should originalists do about precedent? That
was the subject of week 3 of the originalism course I am
coteaching with Eric Posner. It seems to me that [Eric’s]
claim is not obviously true, and also not particularly
problematic if it is true.
On the first, it is not clear why all intermediate theories
of precedent will lead to 100 percent encrustation or the
“disappearance” of original meaning. For example, if
the first precedents on a question are consistent with the
original meaning, then precedent and originalism point
in the same direction and originalism is preserved. Or one
could have a theory of precedent that still allows precedents
to be overruled some of the time. There is no particular
reason for that to lead to encrustation either. Indeed, in
many ways the history of constitutional law is the history of
eventually overruling precedents. Maybe it is the precedents,
not originalism, that have the expiration date.
In any event, suppose that it is true that precedent means
that originalism becomes irrelevant over time, at least so
long as the constitutional text remains the same. It is not
clear why that is a bad thing. Assuming that one is a proprecedent originalist, one has already reconciled oneself
to the fact that originalism permits precedent as a rule of
decision. If originalism permits itself to be shingled with
precedents, then so be it.
The more interesting question is why precedent is so often
put forward as if it were a special problem for originalism.
Unless one’s substantive constitutional theory is based
directly on precedent (which is true of my colleague David
Strauss, but almost nobody else), all theories will face a similar
dilemma. The more one adheres to the theory of precedent,
the more the substantive theory is lost. The more one ignores
precedent, the more one will be accused of placing things
“up for grabs.” Indeed, one strength of originalism is that it
actually has the resources to answer that question internally
(by asking what the original theory of precedent was).
Precedent is an interesting question for originalism,
and there is no consensus on the answer, but none of the
plausible answers are particularly problematic.

JANUARY 21, 2014: ERIC POSNER
Originalism Class 3: Precedent
What should originalists do about precedent? If they
respect it, then the original meaning will be lost as a result of
erroneous or nonoriginalist decisions that must be obeyed. If
they disregard it, then Supreme Court doctrine is always up
for grabs, subject to the latest historical scholarship or goodfaith judicial disagreement (as illustrated by the competing

Partial originalism–originalismand-precedent–may lead to
outcomes that are less respectful
to original understandings
than nonoriginalist
methodologies would.
Heller opinions). One can imagine intermediate approaches:
for example, defer only to good originalist precedents, or defer
only when a precedent has become really really entrenched.
But while such approaches may delay the eventual
disappearance of original meaning behind the encrustation
of subsequent opinions, they cannot stop it, sooner or later.
Our readings–Lawson, McGinnis & Rappaport, Nelson–
provide no way out that I can see. (Lawson dismisses the
problem, while the others propose intermediate approaches.)
Originalism has an expiration date.
Another issue is raised by McDonald–the gun control
case. In Heller, Scalia disregards precedent in order to
implement what he thinks was the original understanding
of the Second Amendment. In McDonald, he writes a
concurrence that cheerfully combines Heller with the
antioriginalist incorporation decisions. Why doesn’t he
feel constrained to revisit those decisions? Instead, he
joins a holding that generates constitutional doctrine
that in practical terms is more remote from the original
understanding (gun rights that constrain the states) than
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GIVING BACK TO THE NEXT GENERATION OF TEACHERS
AND STUDENTS
“We tried to keep the firm small,” Mr. Kane recalls,
“but I guess we were doing a good job, because cases
kept coming in.” He recalls that at one time the firm’s
ten attorneys had nearly six thousand active cases, and
the firm often was handling as many as ten percent of all
of the workers’ compensation cases in Illinois. His legal
successes helped burnish the firm’s reputation, as his
arguments established important precedents. He became a
recognized expert on occupational diseases—for plaintiffs,
he won the first asbestosis case in Illinois and also gained
a major victory in a myasthenia gravis case. He served as
president of the Illinois Workers’ Compensation Lawyers
Association and as chair of the Chicago Bar Association’s
committee on workers’ compensation, among several
other major institutional roles.
The Arthur and Esther Kane Research Chair and the
Arthur and Esther Kane Teaching Chair will be faculty
members who have demonstrated expertise in constitutional
law and/or administrative law. “When I went to the
University, it was supposedly a hotbed of communism,
but it was in fact a very balanced education,” Mr. Kane
says. “At the Law School, I loved studying constitutional
law, and I got my highest grade in that course, which
was taught by Kenneth Sears from a centrist perspective.
In recent years, there has been such a change in the
concept of the Constitution and its flexibility. And of course
administrative law has become a major forum. I want to be
sure that students can learn those subjects in the balanced,
mainstream way that I learned them as a law student.”
Mr. and Mrs. Kane celebrated 30 years of marriage in
April. Together and separately, they have been generous
benefactors to a wide range of causes, including the
University of Chicago, the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago
(where Mr. Kane is a life trustee), Northwestern Medical
School, and service-dog organizations for veterans and
for people who are visually impaired or hearing impaired.
They funded the Arthur and Esther Kane Legal Clinic at the
Chicago Lighthouse, the only clinic to provide free legal
services exclusively to blind and visually impaired people.
“My parents were right,” Mr. Kane says. “Going to the
University of Chicago Law School made a huge difference
in my life. I think they would be very proud, and that means
a lot to me.”

A bequest from Arthur Kane, AB ’37, JD ’39, and his wife,
Esther, will support the funding of two positions, a research
chair and a teaching chair.
Mr. Kane’s name will be familiar to many in the Law
School community: his $3 million gift in 1996 made
possible the
Arthur Kane
Center for
Clinical Legal
Education, one
of the most
important
buildings in the
Law School’s
Esther Kane and Arthur Kane, AB ’37, JD ’39 history. His
name is also recognized throughout the broader legal
community, a legacy of the firm he cofounded and guided
for more than 40 years, the multiple precedent-setting
cases he argued, legislation he influenced, and professional
organizations he led.
Mr. Kane’s father, Henry, immigrated to the United States
as a teenager, earned a college degree and a law degree, and
became a pioneering workers’ compensation attorney. “He
would always tell me,” Mr. Kane says, “‘If I accomplished
what I did, you can do even better—You’re going to go to the
University of Chicago and get the best education possible.’
And he was right: The College was great, and the Law
School really challenged me and matured me. The faculty
included names like Levi, Sharpe, Bigelow, Sears, Moore, and
Cleveland—legal giants, every one of them.”
He also recalls his adventures with a future Law
School faculty giant, Walter Blum. As fraternity brothers
in 1938, they created the first-prize-winning entry in that
year’s Homecoming competition, a theatrical production
called “The Munich Follies,” in which each line of dialog
consisted of the first line from a popular song.
Not long after graduating (at the age of 21), he married
his first wife, Bernice, to whom he was wed for 40 years
until her passing. He joined the army in 1942 and served
for more than three years during the Second World War.
When he returned, he joined his father’s law practice, and
they worked together until his father’s passing in 1963. He
formed the firm that became Kane, Doy & Harrington in
1965, and it became a preeminent workers’ compensation
practice, principally on the defense side.
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shouldn’t let the hard cases confuse us. [On this issue we
read Gary Lawson’s On Reading Recipes ... and Constitutions
and Larry Alexander’s Telepathic Law. So let me say: On
Reading Recipes ... was one of the greatest revelations of my
1L year of law school. If the Posner-Baude debates inspire
you to read one actual article, make it that one.]
One can criticize these linguistic arguments as
incomplete. It’s possible that the Constitutional text is
not the law, in which case Lawson and Alexander are
just reading the wrong thing. (Sounds crazy, but some
law professors seem to think this if you press them.)
Alternatively, sometimes the legal system has idiosyncratic
rules of interpretation, so it’s possible that the American
legal system requires us to treat the constitutional
text idiosyncratically. That brings up a third class of
justifications for originalism, namely, that originalism is
either permitted or required by our legal culture.
In my view, this is where the important work still needs
to be done. One important entrant, which we read in
class, is a draft paper by Steve Sachs (not yet online) that
suggests that we have a widespread legal commitment
to legal continuity with the founding and that such
continuity is a form of originalism. I think there is more
to say, but fundamentally, I think it is true that there is
something about contemporary American legal culture
that makes originalism a part of our law of constitutional
interpretation, even if it is not the way to interpret the
Connecticut Constitution or the French Constitution.
So it is totally true and fair to say that the best defense
of originalism has not yet been written, even after all
these years. But the important point, I think, is to realize
that there are different kinds of reasons one can have for
believing (or rejecting) originalism. Originalism does not
have to be justified entirely on the basis of its consequences.
Consequentialist arguments might be part of an overlapping
set of reasons for originalism, but they aren’t the whole
story. This can be frustrating to originalism’s critics, who
sometimes feel as if originalists are playing a shell game; but
I think it’s really just that there are a lot of good arguments
in favor of originalism that reinforce one another.
[Eric also has a post about the issue of “safety valves,”
which I think is interesting but even more academic, and
potentially confusing, so I will cover it separately.]

FEBRUARY 12, 2014: WILL BAUDE
Reasons for Being an Originalist
We’re back to originalism class, where we talked yesterday
about theoretical justifications for originalism. The topic is set
up well by Eric’s recent post, “Originalism means not always
getting what you want.” I’m relieved, if a little surprised, to
see Eric imply that his own interpretive methodology (which
I’m still trying to fully understand) also provides “no guarantee
that the interpreter will like the answers.” Eric then says this:
Originalism is itself a choice. Proponents of
originalism must make arguments on behalf. And
this creates a paradoxical problem for its defenders
like Will, who says “if you are intellectually honest,
signing on to originalism is signing on to a theory
of authority where you can’t be guaranteed in
advance that you’ll like what you find.” He’s right
that originalism won’t get off the ground if it
just advances the political preferences of a small
group of people. As I said, the same is true for
other methods. The question is what does it get
us beyond that? And to answer that question, he
must show that it is superior to other methods,
presumably by advancing institutional values that
everyone or nearly everyone shares. In this respect,
originalism is no different from other methods.
So of course it seems right to me that originalism is
chosen, not simply inherited, but I am not so sure that
Eric and I agree on the correct criteria for choosing an
interpretive theory. Eric suggests that the choice should be
made on a value-driven basis.
Originalism is sometimes defended that way. Originalism
is good, the argument goes, because it constrains judges.
OR, originalism is good because it advances a certain form
of democratic decision making. OR, originalism is good
because, at least under our Constitution, it is faithful to
a supermajoritarian process that is systematically likely to
produce good results.
I think there is substantial merit to these arguments. But
I don’t think they are the only basis on which to choose an
interpretive theory and I’m not sure they are the best ones.
A different way to justify originalism is conceptual.
The conceptual argument goes: The Constitution is a
text, and interpreting that text means trying to discover
the meaning those words have in the relevant interpretive
community that spoke and received them. Everybody
knows this when it comes to the “easy cases,” (two senators,
regular elections, federal law trumps state law), and we
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FEBRUARY 12, 2014: ERIC POSNER
Class 6: Reasons for Being an Originalist
Will’s position on the role of normative arguments in the
debate is unclear. He seems to think that they play some
role, but what exactly? If the “conceptual” argument for
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all sophisticated observers know that the opposite is true.
Justice Roberts says that he calls balls and strikes, and again
no sophisticated person believes him. When Justice Breyer
says that he enforces the “spirit” of the 1789 text rather than
that he makes pragmatic judgments or enforces precedents
(though he says that also), he is giving a ceremonial bow to
the founders, and not committing himself to the original
understanding. (The ceremony is a strong, persistent, but
strange part of our political culture, and is temporarily
suspended when we remember that many founders were
slave owners but otherwise remains in full force.)
Second, I think Will gets our legal culture wrong.
Originalism is a minority position supported by only
two justices on the Supreme Court who practice it
inconsistently, and hardly any others throughout our
entire history. Continuity-to-the-last-generally-acceptedchange-in-constitutional-norms is not the same thing
as continuity-to-the-founding. Numerous justices and
judges–Breyer is just one–have criticized originalism in the
clearest of terms and have suffered no adverse consequences,
no blast of public outrage of the sort that would occur if
a justice said (to use Sachs’s examples) that we are bound
by the French constitution or Klingon law or the Articles
of Confederation. When President Obama said that he
wanted an “empathetic” Supreme Court justice, everyone
understood what he meant, and while plenty of people
criticized him, his two choices have been confirmed.
My last point is if we really think that the case for
originalism is empirical (I have my doubts, but for another
time), then there must be an empirical way to test it.
There are all kinds of confounding problems–who is the
relevant audience, for example, and how much do they
need to know, and how large does a consensus have to be.
But a simple starting point is a survey question that forced
the respondent to choose between an originalist outcome
and a popular one. Here’s one:

originalism is strong, are the normative issues irrelevant? Are
they some kind of tiebreaker? I would like to know more.
Let us turn to the conceptual argument. Will likes
Alexander’s and Lawson’s argument that courts are
supposed to enforce the Constitution, and so they need to
interpret the Constitution so that they know what they are
trying to enforce, and interpreting the Constitution means
figuring out what the original understanding was. But this is
merely a semantic argument. Alexander, Lawson, and Will
just define “Constitution” to mean “the text” rather than
the set of norms that structure and restrict the government.
That’s like saying that antitrust law is the Sherman Act
rather than the body of norms that courts have created
under the authority of that act. This statement is either
plainly wrong or based on idiosyncratic definitions.
Steve Sachs’s argument is more sophisticated. Sachs is a
positivist and he believes that, as a purely empirical matter,
we Americans believe that our constitutional law consists
of the original understanding, and any legal norms that
appear to deviate it are invalid unless they can be derived
from continuity rules that existed at the founding. If that’s
what we believe, that’s the law, and if the justices have a
duty to obey the law, then they should be originalists.
Sachs does not actually cite any evidence about
Americans’ beliefs, and for this reason stops short of
claiming that originalism is right. Will does think that
such evidence exists. Yet Americans seem to think that
they have constitutional rights that protect all sorts of
things that are not part of the original understanding. Will
thinks that if forced to confront these inconsistencies,
people would choose the original understanding over their
favorite rights, just as people accept legal judgments about
statutes and common law that turn out to violate strongly
held moral intuitions about what the law is or should be.
My view is that people continue to accept the authority of
the Constitution and the Supreme Court precisely because
the Court has recognized popular rights. In Sachs’s terms,
our “continuity rule” recognizes the power of the Supreme
Court to effectuate “amendments” to the text under
certain conditions. I would add that it recognizes the
authority of the other branches to do so as well.
If Will’s position has any force, it derives from the fact
that the public does seem to venerate the 1789 text and the
founding generation; and, moreover, that Supreme Court
justices do not openly acknowledge that they have the
power to amend the text on their own. I have two responses:
First, there is an important ceremonial aspect to our
political and legal culture. Common law judges also say
that they “find” law rather than “make” law, even though
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In the course of searching a person’s home pursuant
to a valid warrant, the police discover that the person
owns birth control pills. The legislature of the state in
which the search took place has recently passed a law
making it a criminal offense to own birth control pills.
This statute conflicts with Supreme Court precedent;
however, the precedent itself is inconsistent with the
original understanding of the Constitution in 1789,
which does not mention contraception. Should
the police arrest the owner of the birth control pills
based on probable cause that she violated the statute?
Should she be tried and convicted?
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Maybe a better question would be about building a
mosque near Ground Zero:

I realize that some originalists believe that precedent
matters. But under the continuity version of originalism
described by Sachs, this seems like a straightforward test
case. Or if not, I’d be pleased to hear a better one.

A Muslim landowner wishes to build a mosque a few
blocks away from the former site of the World Trade
Center, in New York City. The city’s zoning authority
has voted to forbid the mosque on religious grounds.
But the city’s vote is inconsistent with the original
understanding of the amended Constitution, which
prohibits states from discriminating against peaceful
religious activity. Should the city nonetheless punish
the landowner? Should a court allow the city to do so?

FEBRUARY 14, 2014: WILL BAUDE
Originalism in Our Legal Culture: The Case of
the Ground Zero Mosque
Eric has (of course) a response to my post from earlier this
week on the reasons for being an originalist—especially my
claim that originalism is part of American legal practice, part
of our law, even if it isn’t necessarily a part of everyone’s.
This paragraph from Eric’s post comes very close to
passing the methodological Turing test (i.e., describing my
position in the way I would describe it):

(If you’re wondering, 2010 opinion polls from Fox,
Quinnipiac, and CBS reported that building the mosque
was unpopular [61–71 percent against, 22–32 percent
for], but also that most people thought the owner had a
right to build it [61–73 percent vs. 25–34 percent].)
Perhaps both of us can do better, but defining the
appropriate questions may prove somewhat difficult. Putting
aside things permitted by precedent, it’s actually hard to think
of things that are both widely popular today and clearly
inconsistent with the Constitution’s original meaning. (I
spent this morning scrolling through Polling Report until I
finally found the Ground Zero example.) If you have better
suggestions, please leave them in the comments!
Anyway, the fact that it’s hard to think of clear cases of
conflict, apart from precedent, was my original point. And
maybe it means that the important disagreement between
me and Eric is really about precedent after all.

If Will’s position has any force, it derives from
the fact that the public does seem to venerate
the 1789 text and the founding generation; and,
moreover, that Supreme Court justices do not
openly acknowledge that they have the power to
amend the text on their own.
Eric responds that we have a lot of false ceremonial
aspects to our legal culture, such as the notion that judges
“‘find’ law rather than ‘make’ law,” or the Chief Justice’s
invocation of an umpire calling balls and strikes. You will
not be surprised to learn that I disagree with Eric about
the importance of those aspects of our culture too. It’s
terribly important that judges pretend to find law rather
than making it (what else could justify its retroactive
application to the parties?) and that judges acknowledge the
umpire ideal. Those ideals may well be exaggerations and
imperfectly realized, but they are key to judicial legitimacy.
Eric also disagrees with me at a more empirical level,
and proposes a test question to find out where people’s
commitments truly lie—the goal is to come up with a
question that pits originalism against something popular.
But his example, which uses a birth control prosecution
in the trial court, doesn’t work, because most versions
of originalism (including Sachs’s) tolerate precedent
(especially for lower courts), so there is no clear conflict.
In any event, as we’ve seen, precedent is an area where we
can’t even agree what counts as originalism, so a good test
question ought to abstract from precedent entirely. Samesex marriage might be a better area for Eric, but Mike
Rappaport and Mike Ramsey—who are core originalists
if anybody is—both think it is quite plausible that the
original meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment protects a
right to gay marriage.
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MARCH 6, 2014 ERIC POSNER
Originalism Class 9: Between Phony and Naive
In our last class, we discussed Jack Balkin’s paper, “Why
Are Americans Originalist?” which I interpret as a sly
debunking exercise. Balkin’s most interesting argument is
that the turn to originalism in the 1980s was akin to Martin
Luther’s repudiation of the Catholic Church’s monopoly
over Biblical interpretation, with the Supreme Court
playing the role of the Church. (You might think of the
habit among libertarians of carrying around a pocket-sized
constitution as the modern version of biblical translation
into the common language.) Originalism is a political
strategy that became attractive because the founding-era
meaning of the text coincided (very roughly) with the
political goals of conservatives while at the same time
appealing more broadly because of the patriotic, antielitist
message that the Constitution contains the wisdom of the
founders and we can all read the Constitution for ourselves.
The students were pretty skeptical.
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I do sympathize with conservatives of the 1970s
and 1980s who saw the Warren Court as an
ideological apparatus, and were contemptuous
of the law professors at the time who sought
to rationalize its liberal holdings with phony
constitutional theories. The problem was that
the alternative they came up with rests on a
mythical self-image, or at least encourages people
to treat mythology as fact, with all kinds of weird
consequences for constitutional law. It’s as if the
Germans repudiated their Basic Law and decided
to derive constitutional norms from the myths of
the Nibelungen. Or—to be fairer—from whatever
archaeological research might reveal about the
customs of Germanic tribes at the time of Tacitus.

But I do sympathize with conservatives of the 1970s
and 1980s who saw the Warren Court as an ideological
apparatus and were contemptuous of the law professors
at the time who sought to rationalize its liberal holdings
with phony constitutional theories. The problem
was that the alternative they came up with rests on a
mythical self-image, or at least encourages people to treat
mythology as fact, with all kinds of weird consequences
for constitutional law. It’s as if the Germans repudiated
their Basic Law and decided to derive constitutional norms
from the myths of the Nibelungen. Or—to be fairer—
from whatever archaeological research might reveal about
the customs of Germanic tribes at the time of Tacitus.
We polled students again—they polarized, which
makes sense since they are more informed about what
originalism means now than they were at the start of the
course. But it bodes ill for the project of originalism
itself since originalism can prevail only if that is what the
people want.

First, this passage once again reveals that the world looks
very different to an internalist and an externalist. Posner
seems to look at constitutional law from outside the
system, and it looks silly and made up, as lots of systems
do from the outside. I look at it from inside, and while
originalism is “working itself pure,” it seems like one of the
most viable competitors in current constitutional theory.
But let me try, briefly, to play an externalist. Suppose
that I am a 70s/80s political operative whose goal is to
dismantle the Warren Court (actually the Burger Court,
by this time). I could try to simply eliminate the court
or its power, but there is too much demand for such an
institution. I could put forward a vision of precedent,
but that will let the activists “vote twice” because liberals
will disregard conservative precedents but conservatives
will adhere to liberal precedents. I could put forward a
vision of barely concealed conservative policy making,
but that comes pretty close to eliminating the court too,
because if it really is engaged in nothing but politics, how
can it justify its existence? So maybe originalism really is
the most politically acceptable antidote to unconstrained
judging—not because it is perfect, but because it is better
than the other ones allowed in our legal culture.
Now I don’t know if any of that is right. But if we are
going to try to draw lessons from the alleged political
practice of originalism, I see two natural choices:
(1) originalism is the best available alternative to
unconstrained judging or
(2) originalism has been on the rise because people really
believe it.
Take your pick.

MARCH 7, 2014 WILL BAUDE
Originalism: The Theory and the Politics
The questions of whether originalism is true and where
originalism comes from are both interesting. But they are
different questions. Either question might interest people,
but it’s important not to confuse the two. For example,
some of the enthusiastic devotees of the scientific theory
of evolution were “Social Darwinists” or promoters of
eugenics. But it would be pretty silly to think that that fact
tells us much about the scientific validity of evolution.
Theories of law are a little more complicated, because
there is less consensus about the method for establishing
legal truth than there is about the method for establishing
scientific truth. And that might be because law is really a
human construct in a way that science is not (although I’m
sure that claim will be controversial in some quarters too)!
But the basic point remains.
Even if it is true, as Eric Posner writes, that “originalism
is a political strategy that became attractive because the
founding-era meaning of the text coincided (very roughly)
with the political goals of conservatives,” at this point it is
also a real theory, and it is part of American legal practice.
There are some interesting tensions raised sometimes by
the difference between academic originalism and practical
originalism (which I call “impure originalism”) but they’re
ultimately not fatal to originalism, they’re just inevitable
tensions in constitutional theory.
That brings us to this assessment:
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DATA AND THE
NEW WORLD
OF EMPIRICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
BY ROBIN I. MORDFIN
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downloadable into an Excel spreadsheet, but there is a lot
of data that is in text, especially older data, that cannot
be downloaded.” explained Daniel Marcin, a research
professional with the Coase-Sandor Institute with a PhD in
economics. “So we manually enter all of the information.”
Once the data is in an electronic form, it can be coded
by assigning numbers to words or phrases, then the
researchers determine which elements they want for their
specific questions. When the coding is complete, other
researchers can use the data, even those who are using
different elements, because the data set has been coded
with information that reaches beyond the specific question
the initiating scholar is asking.

he rise of data-driven research has provided a dramatic
new avenue of exploration for the prodigious research
appetites of the University of Chicago Law School
faculty. With enormous storage capacity and unprecedented
speed, computer technology has made projects using
millions of pieces of data possible, which also means that
undertakings that involve hundreds of constitutions or
hundreds of thousands of cases can be pursued.
“It used to be that when we wanted to do research on
cases in a particular area, we would actually have to go
down to the courthouses and haul out these really large
books that had all the information in them. Then we
would have to copy down the information we wanted
to use and then take it back to school to figure out how
to analyze it,” noted Thomas Miles, Clifton R. Musser
Professor of Law and Economics. “It was very time
consuming and limiting.”
The Law School is a pioneer and continual leader in
empirical research. For more than seven decades, the
Law School has led the way in Law and Economics, and
in recent years it has made a substantial commitment in
training and hiring the very best empirical faculty and
providing them the resources they need to do the most
cutting-edge empirical work.
Of course, having the technology and other resources does
not mean that such research is simple: it is still necessary to
manipulate massively complex collections of information.
Fortunately, the Coase-Sandor Institute for Law and
Economics employs savvy economists and statisticians who
know how to apply advanced data and exploration tools
that make these enormous data sets useful.
This empirical work is in the finest Coasean tradition:
Ronald Coase was always concerned about the real
world and the impact economics scholarship had on
real problems. He came from a long tradition of British
empiricism, and much of his most influential work dealt
not with high theory but with complex practical problems
such as the allocation of the electromagnetic spectrum.
The experts from the Coase-Sandor Institute work with
the data sets and with the Law School’s scholars to bring
these complex practically oriented projects to fruition.
“Their work is so careful and so smart, it is just a pleasure
to work with them,” Miles added. “Without them, I doubt
I could do the work I am doing.”
When approaching a data-driven research project, the
first step is to put whatever information is available into
a workable form. “It all starts with the condition the data
is in to begin with. It would be great if everything was
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It would be great if everything was
downloadable into an Excel spreadsheet,
but there is a lot of data that is in
text that cannot be downloaded. ... So we
manually enter all of the information.
After coding, research specialists use available programs
that analyze language or mood or a variety of other
topics. “But of course they are never turnkey, they never
work right away,” Marcin added. “You still have to write
programs, or amend programs, on your own to make
things all work together.”
One of the projects the researchers have been working on
is Miles’s research on the Secure Communities program, a
federal program launched at the end of 2008 that permits
federal authorities to check the immigration status of every
person arrested by local police. “The program helps the
Department of Homeland Security to locate individuals
who have been arrested by local police for crimes and
allows them to determine the arrestee’s immigration
status,” Miles explained. Previously, if an immigrant had
been arrested for a crime, they would actually have to
send an immigration enforcement agent to the local jail to
scour the records and interview people. The new program
streamlined the whole process by sending the fingerprints
over to Homeland Security immediately. Critics argued
that people who were getting systematically pulled in
under the program for deportation proceedings would
previously have been unknown to Homeland Security and
would not have been prioritized for deportation.
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The government claimed that Secure Communities
was not an immigration enforcement program but rather
was created to help with crime control. So Miles and his
co-researcher, Adam Cox of New York University Law
School, set out to determine which claim was the truth. The
program was rolled out, for technological reasons, across the
nation by county, rather than all at once. This was useful for
research because it gave the researchers the opportunity to
compare counties that received the program and those that
hadn’t. It also allowed them to make comparisons within a
county both before and after implementation.
Miles and Cox acquired some of their millions of pieces
of data through Freedom of Information Act requests
and from the program itself, which supplied information
such as how many arrestees were transferred from local to
federal custody and how many were deported. They also
used the FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports data set, which
provides information on the number of crimes reported
and the number of people arrested for those crimes by
county and by month across the country.
“Once we had the data set assembled, the first thing we
did was try to figure out, since Homeland Security had
the discretion to determine where they were going to roll
out the program first and where later, what their priorities
were. Therefore, if this really were a crime control
program, you would think they would have activated first
in places with the highest crime levels. And if it’s really an
immigration enforcement program, they should turn it on
first in places that have the largest fraction of immigrants.
And what we found was really the latter,” Miles noted.
The program began in places that were close to the southern
border with Mexico, and once they controlled for basic
demographic characteristics including race and age across
the nation, there was practically no impact on crime rates.
They therefore concluded that Secure Communities was in
fact an immigration enforcement program and published
their findings in the University of Chicago Law Review. They
next looked at whether there were any crime differences in a
particular county before or after the program was activated
there. Homeland Security had created four categories for
those who were arrested: one category was noncriminal, and
the other three were for different types of criminals.
“Homeland Security was really supposed to move to
incapacitate only the most dangerous offenders and not
bother with minor offenders. Therefore, we were looking
for a positive change in that crime in those communities
that had a lot of crime before the program began. But
what we found was that there was no evidence of a decline
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in either violent or property crime,” Miles explained. That
research is published in the November 2014 edition of the
Journal of Law and Economics.
The duo is currently working on two additional papers
connected to the Secure Communities data. First, they
are looking at FBI crime statistics in Secure Communities
counties to see if there has been a shift in the nature of the
offenses for which local police make arrests. If the critics
are correct, police are engaging in more sweeps of low-level
offenders in order to apprehend more Hispanics and get
their fingerprints checked. This would mean that less serious
offenses should comprise a larger share of arrests. They are still
examining that data to see if such a change has taken place.
Miles and Cox are also looking at the claim that Secure
Communities really makes immigrants less willing to
cooperate with the police. Therefore, they are looking
at clearance rates of crimes—how many reported
crimes result in arrests—in areas with high numbers of
immigrants. So far, no one else has considered whether
the program would create a backlash that would reduce
cooperation. If the program is detrimental to trust, there
should be a change in the clearance rate in areas like El
Paso but not in areas like New Hampshire.
“But we found an interesting result, which is that we don’t
see any reaction from the program on clearance rates, which
surprised us. But the reality is that in these communities
with large foreign-born population, clearance rates are
already low, and there is no drop because that population
doesn’t cooperate with law enforcement very much to
begin with.” Miles said. “However, in the president’s recent
speech on immigration reform, he announced that he is
canceling Secure Communities, but what that really means
is that it will be reworked in some way and the name will be
changed. We will have to see what it becomes.”
While Miles and Cox were looking at a program that
was well underway, Anup Malani, Lee and Brena Freeman
Professor of Law, is looking at a very large program as it
rolls out for a new population. Malani, with the help of
eleven other researchers from around the world, is looking
at whether and how the Indian government should provide
universal health insurance to its population. In India, nearly
63 million people are forced into poverty because of medical
expenses each year. In 2008, the Indian government began
offering health insurance to the poorest quartile of its citizens,
300 million people, through a program called Rashtriya
Swasthya Bima Yojna (RSBY). By 2012, the program was
already covering more than 150 million persons. But those
just above the poverty level are still not covered.
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finance needed hospital treatment and therefore avoided it?
Will having insurance change their decision and improve
their health?” Malani explained. They are also looking at
some novel, secondary outcomes, such as cognitive capacity.
The researchers conjecture that serious illness—even
nonmental illness—may erode a person’s cognitive capacity,
causing him to make other bad decisions, which can lead to
economic impoverishment on top of illness. The team will
examine whether the insurance will ameliorate these impacts
because the person will have less to worry about, at least
from a financial point of view.
The researchers are primarily using surveys, over the
course of the three-year study, that break down all the
participants by sex, age, location, income, and many
other details. The study will take place in three stages—
enrollment, midline, and at the endpoint—and will
ask participants to answer questions about the assets,
liabilities, and consumption practices of each family. They
will also look at the willingness of participants to pay for
insurance, the state of health and healthcare participation,
and their cognitive states. Right now the team is currently
finishing the enrollment phase of the study.
“Imagine how much we could improve health and
welfare in India if we had reliable evidence on the impact
of different policy reforms. Imagine how we could change
policy and meet people’s needs,” Malani exclaimed.
The research is certainly timely, as the new government
of Prime Minister Modi announced a plan to provide
universal coverage in India in the next few years, perhaps
by opening the RSBY program to all citizens. The team

“So we reached an agreement with RSBY and the state
of Karnataka to use RSBY insurance to study the effects
of public health insurance on health and poverty and how
different types of coverage expansions affect insurance
uptake and government expenditures,” Malani said.
“We are conducting a large, randomized control trial
of different insurance options. The study has enrolled
roughly 60,000 people in 12,000 households, making
it one of the largest social science experiments ever
conducted. We are looking at two different districts, one
in Central India and one in Southern India, one that is
more impoverished and one that is less impoverished,
so we can generalize our results to other regions of the
country, and indeed to other lower-income countries.
Clearly, this is a big job, and we are fortunate to have
some of the best economists and statisticians in the world
working on this, as well as the cooperation of the Indian
government and researchers.”
The study is focusing on families who are above the
poverty line to figure out whether having insurance will
prevent households from falling into the bottom quartile
when hit with a medical emergency. The hope is that
these people will benefit from having insurance and will
not have to sell income-producing assets to get through
the crisis. Perhaps having this cushion will also enable
some members of the population to make seemingly risky
investments such as education or starting a new business
that can even improve their financial standing.
The study also examines the impacts of insurance on
health. “For example, are there people who were unable to

Imagine how much we could
improve health and welfare in India if
we had reliable evidence on the impact
of different policy reforms.
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court system. Right now, Hubbard’s data is sitting on a
special secure computer in the Coase-Sandor Institute. That
computer has about 8 million observations on it.
“The data show that the case had a fairly minor effect
on the filing of civil cases,” Hubbard added. “But that
controversy continues to rage on to this day.”
As a result, Hubbard is working on a follow-up, by
combining the Administrative Office data with docket
numbers to generate a random sample of cases before
and after the Twombly decision. He is then accessing the
electronic court filings database called the PACER-ECF
System to look up all the cases, which allows him to
download all the complaints. He is now using text analysis
software to see if the complaints have changed over time—
if they have more adjectives, if they are longer, if they have
more paragraphs.
“Of course, none of these systems are designed to be useful
for academic research—they are basically just court records.
So in order to turn them into something we would see as
useful for quantitative analysis, we sometimes have to write
code, sometimes using several different languages, to get the
data from the Internet to our computers and turned into
something that we can process.”
Even more data-driven projects are underway and on
the horizon for the Law and Economics faculty at the Law
School. But their work is not received without criticism.
“There is a concern that authors are reporting only the
models that produce significant results, that there is a bias
that we are only reporting the good stuff and not the bad
stuff,” commented Tom Ginsburg, Leo Spitz Professor of
International Law. “People will ask, how many regressions
did you have to run before you got this one that turned
out to have a statistically significant result.”
Others are concerned with which information is included
in the studies and which ones are omitted. “The process of
mining the data is the part that some economists don’t like,”
explained Joseph Burton, Executive Director of the CoaseSandor Institute. “They are looking for a sound theoretical
basis for imposing the structure the researchers have chosen.
It is necessary to have a behavioral reason to explain data,
you can’t just draw a line between two elements and say
there is a correlation. So while we take notoriously messy
data and help to create clean data sets, the selection of what
to leave in and what to take out is critical.”
As a result, researchers who are working data-driven
projects are now working to be as transparent as possible,
by even leaving a record of every keystroke that has been
made in processing the data.

has already begun discussions with the Indian government
about what can be learned from their study.
Both Malani and Miles earned PhDs in economics along
with their JDs, which puts them at the forefront of Law
and Economics research. They thrive at the intersection of
economic practice and legal scholarship. Another JD/PhD
member of the Law School faculty is William Hubbard,
who spent the early parts of his career examining
education and the returns on education, specifically legal
education. But in the past few years, his attention has
turned toward civil procedure.

While we take notoriously
messy data and help to create clean data
sets, the selection of what to leave in
and what to take out is critical.
“My first interest was in what kind of effects do Supreme
Court decisions have on the actual practice of attorneys
on the ground, in terms of how litigators change their
behavior in response to what are perceived as major
Supreme Court decisions,” Hubbard explained.
Hubbard’s first major project looked at pleading
standards, the standards that courts can use to dismiss civil
cases that have been filed without having a trial or any
further proceedings. This particular issue came to a head
in 2007 when the Supreme Court decided Bell Atlantic v.
Twombly, which heightened the pleading requirement for
federal civil cases and required that plaintiffs include enough
facts in their complaints to make the case plausible so that
they will be able to prove facts to support their claims.
“The decision was controversial because people were
worried about plaintiffs who may have a real injury but
who don’t have a lot of information about the issue and
are hoping to get that information through the civil
discovery process in the course of the lawsuit,” Hubbard
said. “I was fairly skeptical that it would have a big impact
because in my practice experience, plaintiff lawyers would
write very detailed complaints, even though they weren’t
required to, because they wanted to impress upon the
judge and the defendant that it was a really good case and
that you should take me seriously.”
Hubbard is using a data set from the Administrative Office
of the US Courts that allows him to look at all the civil
cases filed at the federal level since the Twombly decision.
Each year, about 250,000 new cases are filed in the federal
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a paper that shows that countries in which the legislature is
involved in war-making decisions, such as by declaring war,
get into fewer wars that countries without that. But I also
found that when these same countries do get into a wars,
they tend to lose them more often, which was slightly
surprising,” Ginsburg commented. The team also discovered
that the average predicted lifespan for a constitution is only
19 years for all countries, which makes the US constitution
extraordinary. This means that American advisors should be
careful in drawing on our experience in working with other
countries that are trying to establish new constitutions, such
as the countries of the Arab Spring.
Another issue under consideration is amendment
difficulty. Interestingly, Ginsburg and his colleagues
have found that the difficulty of amending a constitution
doesn’t predict the frequency with which it is amended.
So while the US constitution is very difficult to amend, it
has been amended on 18 separate occasions. On the other
hand, Japan’s constitution is relatively easy to amend and
has never been changed.
Beyond constitutions, the trio is also looking at treaties,
because they have found that elements that show up
in international treaties tend to make an appearance
in constitutions written after the treaties have been
enacted. “So, for example, if a new human rights treaty
is established, even countries that don’t sign the treaty
will have a bill of rights that looks a lot like the treaty,”
Ginsburg said.
In addition to the projects mentioned here, these
academics have many other data-driven research studies
underway. Miles is working on a paper that considers
different ways of evaluating judicial performance by looking
at how attorneys review judges. Ginsburg is working with
the World Justice Project, which collects data on the
perception of the rule of law in 99 different countries, while
Hubbard is examining how using federal or state procedural
rules affects civil cases under different circumstances.
“Both Law and Economics and cutting-edge scholarship
are synonymous with the University of Chicago Law
School, so it is unsurprising that the most innovative and
fascinating work that data-driven research has made
possible is taking place here,” remarked Dean Michael
Schill. “Our faculty members both inside Law and
Economics and in many other disciplines are taking on
larger and larger data sets in order to find bigger, more
substantial insights than were ever possible before. This
work will not only change the law and our understanding
of it but change the world as well.”

“Our data is online and anyone can download it for
their own research. We have a code book that explains
all of our decisions, and we want everyone looking at our
result to understand the steps we took,” Ginsburg said of
the Comparative Constitutions Project. Social scientists
spend a lot of time thinking about issues of measurement.
Unfortunately, according to Ginsburg, many of the new
data projects are not as careful as they should be, either
about the quality of the measurements they are taking
or in the way in which they are interpreting their data.
“Think about the US News & World Report law school
rankings, which purport to be a clear ordinal ranking of
law school performance, but they obfuscate many relevant
dimensions that people ought to know about when
evaluating a law school. In some sense, it is the illusion of
good data, but really bad indexing. There is a lot of virtue
in being careful today,” he added.
Ginsburg and his research partners, Zachary Elkins of
the University of Texas and James Melton of University
College London, are using their carefully mined data
to look at more than 900 constitutions that have been
written since 1789. To conduct their research, they are
considering three primary questions, the first of which
is how do ideas from one constitution, from one area,
spread to others? A second question was what makes
some constitutions endure, while others do not? This
was addressed in their award-winning 2010 book, The
Endurance of National Constitutions. And a third is under
what circumstances do constitutions actually work, do
they actually change practice in government and behavior?
When beginning the project, the researchers did not know
there were so many constitutions but forged ahead to find
them and get them translated. “The main thing is that we
got all those old texts and we digitized them and began
to analyze them. The analysis involved actually creating
data—you can think of our work as a giant spreadsheet with
hundreds of questions in hundreds of rows for different
countries in different years, and these intersect with
thousand of columns that are the various provisions that
might be present in a constitution,” Ginsburg said.
The team developed special software at the University of
Illinois that included an online interface for coding that
allows users to look up a constitution and then answer
various questions about it in the system, which then stores
the data so that it can be spit out in various forms for
statistical analysis. They have already written 27 articles
with this data, which they began to gather in 2007.
“We have had lots of different results. I recently finished
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A WIN-WIN-WIN:
THE TRIFOLD
IMPACT
OF THE PUBLIC
INTEREST
FELLOWSHIP
By Becky Beaupre Gillespie
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arl Newman, ’12, appeared in court more than 25
times between Law School graduation and the day
he was admitted to the Illinois Bar. The first time
was two days into his fellowship at the Domestic Violence
Legal Clinic in Chicago; he was even in court on behalf of
a client the day he was sworn in.
That experience was thanks in large part to the Law
School’s Postgraduate Public Interest Fellowship, a donorfunded program that enabled him to bridge an experience
gap that often stymies other
graduates pursuing public
interest law.
Determined to meet the
needs of students entering
public interest careers, as
well as underscore the Law
School’s own commitment to
supporting the need for topnotch lawyers in underserved
areas, the school in 2012
Carl Newman, ’12
began offering six competitive
fellowships per year to high-achieving students with a
demonstrated record of public service. The fellows receive
$44,000 in financial support and serve full-time at an
eligible host organization for one year—a win for the
graduate, the host agency, and the clients and causes.
“It has a trifold beneficial impact,” said Susan Curry, the
Law School’s Director of Public Interest Law and Policy.
“There’s nothing not to love about this program.”
For Newman, the fellowship offered an entrée into an
area of law that inspires him, and it meant getting to start
his law training in the deep end of the pool.
“To get that same level of experience outside of legal aid
probably would have taken me five years,” said Newman,
one of the eighteen alumni who has received a one-year
fellowship since the program began.
During his fellowship, Newman managed about three
dozen clients in the complicated and emotionally charged
realm of family law. He learned to negotiate with opposing
counsel and even gained experience dealing with opposing
parties who had chosen to represent themselves, which
“wasn’t a ton of fun.” But he did it. And, very quickly, he
learned to swim.
“I really wanted to do public interest work because, in
addition to liking litigation and liking winning, I also
liked being right,” he said. “There are so many people who
want your help, more than you could actually help, and
that means you can be very selective about who you take as
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a client. It meant I could take the cases where I really felt
the person could win and deserved to win. That was
very rewarding.”
The Law School’s public interest fellowships fill a gap
created by the realities of the nonprofit world, where few
organizations can afford to train new lawyers and the hiring
process doesn’t align with the academic cycle as seamlessly
as private-sector work. Public interest students don’t have
on-campus interviews—few nonprofits have the money or
manpower for recruiting visits — and they rarely start their
third years with public interest job offers. Often, they have
to wait until after graduation to apply—and, in some states,
they must wait until they’ve passed the bar.
“I remember Susan Curry telling me that you have to
have nerves of steel for the public interest job search,
and you have to be prepared to graduate without a job,”
said Erin Whalen, ’13, who worked in the Philadelphia
office of Earthjustice, a nonprofit environmental law firm,
during her fellowship year. “Often what’s considered
‘entry level’ in public interest is really a position for people
who have two or three years of
law experience. Getting your
foot in the door as a recent
graduate can take all of the
mental and physical energy
at your disposal. You have to
know what you’re interested
in and seek out those jobs,
and then you have to give
them a reason to pick up your
resume out of the hundreds
Erin Whalen, ’13
that are on their desks.”
And since few graduates have the option of working for
free, finding external financial support for that first job is
essential. Other awards—such as the prestigious Skadden
Fellowship won by Kara Ingelhart, ’15, as well as a
number of other Law School graduates in previous years—
play a similar role, but demand exceeds supply.
“What our fellowships do is create a pipeline for public
service practitioners in that critical first year,” Curry
said. “Obviously in a perfect world, all of these host
organizations would have their own budgets for hiring
newly graduated staff attorneys, but they just don’t. These
fellowships are indispensable.”
Pursuing a Dream
For Christine Ricardo, ’14, a fellow at the National
Center for Law and Economic Justice, the program made
it possible for her to do what she set out to do.
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“This is why I went to law school,” said Ricardo, who
worked for a decade in public health and education before
going to law school. “I wanted to continue to do socially
minded work, just with new tools.”
Although she knows well the disadvantages of pursuing
public interest work, including the comparatively small
salaries and early obstacles, she said opportunities like the
postgraduate fellowship, the
Law School’s strong track
record with outside fellowships
like the Skadden, and the loan
repayment assistance program
make it “absolutely possible.”
“Being at UChicago, we
are particularly privileged in
terms of being able to make
this happen,” Ricardo said.
“There are a number of things
Christine Ricardo, ’14
that can dissuade students
from pursuing public interest, and I understand all those
arguments. But they lose a lot of their strength when you
look at what UChicago offers you.”
And that’s by design, Curry said, noting that support for
students interested in public service starts early. The fulltuition Hormel Scholarship gives highly qualified students
planning public interest careers the opportunity to

graduate from the Law School debt-free. During their time
at the school, Curry’s office provides career counseling,
funding for summer jobs, networking opportunities, a
pro bono program, and a generous loan repayment
assistance program (LRAP) for graduates going into
public service careers.
“This fellowship program fits right into that menu of
supportive resources for a
graduate who wants to do
public service,” Curry said.
“Students are coming here
wanting to do public interest.
It would be a different matter
if 100 percent of our students
came here wanting to work in
BigLaw, but that’s not the case.”
Among the twelve recipients
who completed postgrad
Jenni James, ’12
fellowships in 2013 and 2014,
all twelve were still working in public service as of last fall—
five with their original host agencies, six with other publicservice agencies, and one with a public-interest law firm.
Whalen was one who parlayed her fellowship into a
full-time role at the same organization. In September,
she moved to Alaska to work as an associate attorney in
Earthjustice’s Juneau office.

Susan Curry, Director of Public Interest Law and Policy, leads a panel of recent public interest fellowship recipients at the Fall 2014
meeting of the Law School Visiting Committee.
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“This is my dream job,” Whalen said. “The fellowship
meant that I got to work for a year with people who do
outstanding work in this area of law and who know who’s
hiring and what’s happening in the field. I was able to get
in on the ground floor and show them what I could do.
It’s tough to prove yourself in just a year, but it’s better
than not having the opportunity.”
Building a Network
In many ways, the fellowship is the final piece of the
public-interest puzzle, giving recipients access not only to
the experience but also to the relationships that enable them
to leverage all their hard work into a long-term career.
“I think about Erin Whalen, who came here and wanted
to do environmental law and did everything right,” Curry
said. “She hooked up with the environmental law clinic,
she did her summers in public interest, she networked. She
did all the things she had to do, and because of that, she
got the fellowship and a job with Earthjustice. But that
was no guarantee that she would be able to get another
environmental law job; they’re very hard to get. She knew
she had to use that year and really distinguish herself—and
she did. Still, the only opening they had was in Alaska.
She’s from Florida! But she was committed, and the
money follows the commitment with this program.”
It’s a perfect example, Curry added, of how the fellowship
should, and does, work. It offers those with grit and
determination the right support at exactly the right time.
That’s how it was for Jenni James, ’12, who came to the
Law School sixteen years after graduating from college.
James had started out in production at a local newspaper,
volunteering on the side in a satellite office of the Marine
Mammal Center in San Luis Obispo, California. Her
work with animals moved her so much that she eventually
quit her job to volunteer full time.
One day while rescuing a baby sea otter, she had an
epiphany: the attorney with her was “the one asking all the
smart questions.” Later, during a three-hour drive to the
Monterey Bay Aquarium with the otter and the lawyer,
she started asking questions. By the time they arrived in
Monterey, the lawyer had convinced her to consider a
career in law.
Fast forward to James’s third year at the Law School.
She’d worked her 1L summer at the Environmental
Defense Center and her 2L summer at the Animal Legal
Defense Fund. She was hoping to return after graduation,
but she couldn’t afford any more unpaid work, and the
ALDF couldn’t afford to train a new attorney.
But then she won the fellowship: a win-win-win—for
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THE SIX POST-GRADUATE
PUBLIC INTEREST FELLOWSHIPS
The James and Patrice Comey Fellowship Fund
(James, ’85, and Patrice Comey)
Barbara and Mark Fried Fund for Public Interest
(Barbara Fried, ’57. The late Mark Fried graduated from
the Law School in 1956.)
Mikva Fellowship Program Fund
(The Kanter Family Foundation)
Lillian Kraemer Post-Graduate Public Interest Fund
(Lillian Kraemer, ’64)
The Steve Marenberg and Alison Whalen Public
Interest Fellowship Fund
(Steven Marenberg, ’80, and Alison Whalen, ’82)
The Charlotte Von Hoene Fellowship Fund
(William Von Hoene, ’80, and Nikki Zollar)

her, the ALDF, and a killer whale.
That year, she helped write a petition to have Lolita, a
captive orca who is genetically related to a protected group
off the coast of Washington, listed as endangered. The
ALDF, People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, and
other groups submitted the petition in January 2013—
and Lolita, who had been captured in August 1970, was
listed this year. James hopes this will lead to improved
conditions for Lolita and, eventually, a return to her
natural habitat in the Puget Sound.
It was an inspiring year, and James wound up staying at
ALDF a second year before leaving last fall for a job with
the PETA Foundation. It’s been the ideal path—and one
made possible by alumni donations.
“It’s amazing. I pinch myself every day,” James said. “I
can’t believe how lucky I have been. I’ve had all these
opportunities and the biggest one, really, was the
fellowship money. Few people have the opportunity to
learn a niche like this from a place like the Animal Legal
Defense Fund. I went to the best possible law school, and
then I went to the best possible place for my training.
Now I work for the largest animal rights organization in
the world.”
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BUILDING THE FUTURE OF LAW
AND BUSINESS THROUGH EXPERIENCE
By Robin I. Mordfin

T

he Doctoroff Business Leadership Program successfully
launched last fall to equip more University of Chicago
law students with the knowledge, skills, and experience
to lead in the world of business. Both the Financial Times
and the Economist have singled out the Doctoroff Program
as one of the most innovative in legal education today. At
the core of the program are an intensive business curriculum,
enrichment opportunities, business mentorships, and
specially chosen and matched business internships. While
knowledge and skills are, of course, critical to building
business leaders, it is the experience—previously nearly
impossible for law students to get—that comes from actually
working at a high level in a business environment that will
bring together all the training Doctoroff students receive.
Over the summer of 2014, all eight members of the
inaugural Doctoroff cohort served business internships at
some of the most prestigious and influential companies in
the world. As a result, the rising 2Ls garnered experience,
built business networks, and had their eyes opened to
new experiences.
“We have gathered a truly exceptional group of alumni
to work with our students as mentors, graduates who have
built extraordinary careers in the business world and who
are eager to pass along their knowledge and experience to
the next generation,” explained Dean Michael Schill. “They
helped their mentees to find challenging and fascinating
internships that truly show these students how valuable
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their legal educations can be in corporate America.”
Erin Steigerwald, ’16, who holds an undergraduate
degree in music performance, had decided in college that
she did not want to perform full time. Still, she wanted
to work in the entertainment business because she loves
working with and around creative people. She had worked
at Viacom Media Networks before arriving at the Law
School and so had already begun to explore the corporate
end of communications.
After considering her interests and experiences,
Steigerwald was fortunate to be assigned Dan Doctoroff,
’84, CEO of Bloomberg and the program’s sponsor, as
her mentor. He was eager to find a place for her in the
conglomerate and sat down with her on a number of
occasions and helped her figure out which areas of the
business would most interest her. Eventually, Steigerwald
was settled into strategic services on the media side of
Bloomberg that sells and distributes local versions of their
programming to outlets all over the world. She worked on
large-scale deals in Canada and South America.
“It was a great work experience. I got to work with all
different types of contracts, I did a lot of drafting and
redlining, and it was really nice to get the business end
of things,” Steigerwald explained. She learned to work
with term sheets and got to really explore negotiation. “I
learned about what to offer and what to expect in return
and about absolutes.”
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NAMED PROFESSORSHIP WILL HONOR MEMORY OF HYATT CHIEF
DONALD PRITZKER, ENTREPRENEUR WHO WAS AHEAD OF HIS TIME
for opportunities to add “a touch of Hyatt,” such as
turndown service and pillow mints. These little extras
eventually became standard practice in the industry.
The professorship is an ideal match for the Law School,
which is a national leader in integrating business and legal
education.
“This gift will allow us to expand our already preeminent
position as a producer of leaders in business and business
law,” Schill said. “Professorships are reserved for scholars of
national, or even international, stature, with highly distinguished
records of teaching, research, and publication. This exceptional
gift befits a man of Donald’s accomplishment.”
Pritzker’s children, the donors of the chair, are
accomplished entrepreneurs, civic leaders, business
executives, and philanthropists.
Prior to becoming Secretary of Commerce in 2013,
Penny Pritzker founded PSP Capital Partners and Pritzker
Realty Group, and cofounded Artemis Real Estate Partners.
She is a former member of the Chicago Board of Education
and helped create Skills for America’s Future and, later,
Skills for Chicagoland’s Future, which matches businesses
that have current, unmet hiring needs with qualified,
unemployed, or underemployed job seekers.
J. B. Pritzker is the leader of Chicago’s growth as a
national innovation hub. He was instrumental in creating
1871, Chicago’s digital startup center, and was appointed
founding chairman of ChicagoNEXT, the city’s council on
innovation and technology. He also helped create Illinois
Venture Capital Association, the seed fund Chicago
Ventures, the accelerator Techstars Chicago, and the online
community BuiltInChicago.org.
In addition to his role leading the Pritzker Group with his
brother J. B., Tony Pritzker is among the most important civic
and philanthropic leaders in Los Angeles. He serves as Chair
of UCLA’s Institute of the Environment and Sustainability and
cochairs the University’s $4.2 billion campaign. He is also on
the boards of California Institute for the Arts, Heal the Bay, and
the Emmett Center on Climate Change and the Environment,
as well as the Board of Overseers of Dartmouth College.
Philanthropy was instilled in them by their parents.
“Our parents taught us that we were entitled to nothing
but that we were the luckiest people alive,” J. B. Pritzker
said. “So, as a result, we owed something back to this
world that had given us so much. That meant we needed to
be charitably involved, we needed to be politically involved.
… They showed us that in everything they did.”

Penny, Tony, and J. B. Pritzker have made a $3.5 million gift
to endow the Donald N. Pritzker Professorship in Law in
honor of their late father, a distinguished 1959 Law School
alumnus and a founder and former president of the Hyatt
Corp. The professorship will recognize faculty eminence
in the area of business law, with a particular focus on
entrepreneurialism, intellectual property, and technology.
“Donald Pritzker was the ultimate entrepreneur, and
his professional and personal life was a testament to
innovation, leadership, and passion—values the Law School
holds dear,” said Michael H. Schill, Dean of the Law School
and Harry N. Wyatt Professor of Law. “I am delighted and
thrilled by the Pritzkers’ generosity and their commitment
to these shared ideals.”
Pritzker presided over the Hyatt hotel chain during a time
of tremendous growth, from a single motel in California to
the fifth-largest hotel chain in the world. He was known for
his integrity, loyalty, honesty, and warmth toward others—
and he infused these values in the Hyatt culture. He was a
devoted mentor who had a deep impact on his employees’
careers, a “magnet” in any crowd, and a loving father who
relished time with his family. Pritzker died in 1972 at age 39.
“Our father was the most jovial person that I know,” said
Tony Pritzker, MBA ’87, the co-founder and managing partner,
with his brother J. B., of Pritzker Group, a private investment
firm. “He would walk into a room and light up the room.”
Added Penny Pritzker, the US Secretary of Commerce:
“Dad was a great entertainer, entrepreneur, and innovator,
with a larger-than-life personality and a drive that made him
the consummate host and a pioneer in the hotel industry.
Most importantly, however, he taught us the value of
hard work, giving back, and treating every person with the
respect, whether they were a bellman, corporate titan, or
the President. He was taken from us at too young an age,
but I am proud that the strong values he taught us live on in
our family and will for generations to come.”
In 1967, Donald Pritzker took a newly built Atlanta hotel
that the family had bought out of bankruptcy and renamed it
the Hyatt Regency Atlanta. The unusual hotel—which had a
21-story atrium lobby with external glass elevators, fountains,
and caged tropical birds—was an instant success and became
a Hyatt signature, replicated in cities across the globe.
He also revolutionized the hotel industry. He created
the first “frequent stayer” program—the Hyatt Executive
Reservations Secretary program, which rewarded executive
secretaries for booking their bosses at Hyatt—and looked
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INVESTMENT BANKER STRENGTHENS LAW SCHOOL’S
BUSINESS PROGRAMS
When Barry Zubrow, JD ’79, MBA ’80, engages with an
institution he cares about, there is no such thing as going
halfway. In 2011, he began working with Dean Schill and
a group of alumni to create the Law School’s innovative
Doctoroff Business Leadership Program. In 2013, he
became the Darelyn A. and Richard C. Reed Lecturer in
Law, teaching a popular seminar on financial institutions as
part of the Doctoroff
Program. Now he
and his wife, Jan
Rock Zubrow, have
made a $3 million
gift that will further
strengthen the Law
School’s business
programming by
endowing a visiting
Barry Zubrow, ‘79, and Jan Rock Zubrow professorship in
business and providing scholarships that will help attract
top students.
Mr. Zubrow is uniquely well situated to teach his class,
“Complex Financial Institutions—the Conundrum of ‘Too
Big to Fail.’” In 2007, following a long and successful
career in investment banking, he joined JPMorgan Chase
as Executive Vice President and Chief Risk Officer, shortly
before the financial crisis and Great Recession exploded.
He was both a Wall Street “insider”—having retired from
Goldman Sachs in 2004 after 26 years at that firm, where
he was a partner and served as, among other things, Chief
Credit Officer and Chief Administrative Officer—and he was
also a relative “outsider,” having pursued governmental and
other business activities before joining JPMorgan Chase.
His dual perspective proved invaluable as JPMorgan Chase
navigated the crisis, and his Law School training helped, too,
he says: “While I never practiced law full time in a law firm
setting, having a full understanding of legal and regulatory
issues, and of the policies behind regulations, helped me
then, as well as throughout my career. It was a spectacularly
valuable education in so many ways.”
His observations and advice have been widely sought
by those seeking to understand the sources of the financial
crisis and find ways to avert future problems. He has
provided expert testimony more than a dozen times before
US and international legislative and regulatory bodies.
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Ms. Rock Zubrow is a former top executive with
Johnson & Johnson and founder and CEO of MedCapital, a
venture capital firm investing in early stage women’s health
companies. Mr. Zubrow and Ms. Rock Zubrow are deeply
committed to higher education. He is a former chair of the
board of managers at Haverford College, board member at
Berklee College of Music, and former member of the Law
School’s Visiting Committee. Currently he serves on the
Law School’s Campaign Cabinet. He is also board president
of Juvenile Law Center, the oldest public interest law firm
advocating for the rights of children. Professor Emily Buss
serves with him on that board.
Ms. Rock Zubrow is chair of the executive committee of
the board of trustees at her alma mater, Cornell University,
and she recently chaired Cornell’s search committee for a
new president, which selected former Law School faculty
member Elizabeth Garrett.
The Barry and Jan Zubrow Distinguished Visiting
Professorship in Business, an endowed fund, will support
a visiting professor at the Law School who will regularly
teach in the Doctoroff Business Leadership Program.
This professor will typically be from the Booth School of
Business. The Zubrow Scholars Program will provide fulltuition scholarships for students who show exceptional
promise in law and business.
Commenting on the Zubrows’ gift, Dean Schill said,
“One of my greatest pleasures as Dean has been getting
to know Barry. He is not only a distinguished business
professional, but a trusted advisor and friend. His love for
our school is palpable, reflected in his willingness to devote
not just his financial resources, but his time and effort.”
“The Law School helped prepare me for what has been
an enormously satisfying career,” Mr. Zubrow says. “I
learned more than I could have imagined here about how to
think, how to analyze situations, and how to express myself
effectively. The Law School’s recent initiatives to build
stronger linkages between the Law School and Booth have
really impressed me. Jan and I are pleased to support the
University’s and the Law School’s continuing commitment
to be in the forefront of vital scholarship and innovative
programming.”
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transaction, his team helped the company to compile
a ratings’ agency presentation that could be presented
to Standard & Poor’s, Moody’s, Fitch, and the like for
debt ratings. He also had the chance to learn to analyze
a company by using a sum-of-parts valuation analysis.
Zelinski also had the opportunity to learn about marketing
by creating decks—visual presentations that are used to
sell a product or service to a client. He made one on the
global state of the commercial light-vehicle industry and
another on the motorcycle industry.
Darell Hayes, ’16, spent his summer working for United
Airlines, where his internship allowed him to rotate among
many different departments in the company. Hayes spent
time in corporate real estate, legal, as well as strategy
and development, where he spent time working on a
customer loyalty program. His mentor, Brett J. Hart, ’94,
Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and Secretary
for United, helped to place him in departments that
particularly held his interest.

“This is precisely the kind of experience we want our
students to have as part of the Doctoroff program,”
said faculty director Douglas Baird, Harry A. Bigelow
Distinguished Service Professor of Law. “They really
have the opportunity to see how law and business work
together, and it prepares them to take on leadership
positions when they graduate.”
Lauren Faraino is one of only two students from the
class of 2016 who entered the Doctoroff Program without
previous business experience. She had been thinking about
pursuing a career in private equity for a while, but wasn’t
sure where to begin. Fortunately, when she entered the
program she was paired with Michael Friedman, ’88, who
is Managing Director at Ocean Tomo, an intellectualproperty-focused merchant bank. The company provides
different services related to intellectual property, including
litigation testimony and IT portfolio assessments.
“They look for IP-based transactions—so if there is a
merger going on and one of the companies has a strong IP
portfolio, Ocean Tomo works to maximize that portfolio,”
Faraino said.
Faraino spent a lot of time working on communicationsbased technology. Her biggest project was working with
a communications company that was spun off from its
parent company. The communications company brought
with it 4,000 patents. Faraino’s team combed through the
patents and categorized them in an attempt to monetize
them. They also worked on strategy, examining how the
patents fit into the new company, and made decisions
about whether to hold onto patents or to abandon them.
“It was fun, because I had never read a patent, and I got
to learn more about technology and the financial side of
things,” she added.
The majority of the Doctoroff students are planning to
enter law firms upon graduation, but Ryan Zielinski, ’16,
enjoyed his Doctoroff internship so much that he is planning
to go to work in the corporate world right away. He is going
to join JPMorgan Chase as an associate. “My mentor is Mike
Cavanagh, ’93, who was JPMorgan’s Co-Chief Executive and
is now Co-President and Co-COO of The Carlyle Group.
We spoke before I took my internship and he was really
a catalyst for getting me interested in investment banking
because it is a good marriage of law and business,” Zielinski
noted. “Working as an investment banker is the best training
for a future in finance.”
Over the course of the summer, Zielinski worked on
a sell-side mergers and acquisitions transaction for a
private auto-parts supplier in their attempt to effectuate
a dividend recapitalization transaction. As part of the
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During the deal, I learned that
to give great legal advice you have to
understand the underlying
business economics.
“It was an incredible experience. Through my rotations,
I saw how different business groups worked and how their
capacities differed. United operates in a heavily regulated
industry; so the lawyers work closely with the business
functions. I saw this collaborative environment while
working on an aircraft purchase agreement with a foreign
bank. During the deal, I learned that to give great legal
advice you have to understand the underlying business
economics. My United mentors debriefed not only the
legal issues but also the nuances and strategy behind the
transaction. Plus, my mentors introduced me to many
business managers who happened to be lawyers. I saw the
diverse careers these lawyers had at United, which spoke to
me about the cross-functionality of legal skills,” Hayes said.
In the summer of 2015, the Doctoroff program will send
fifteen more students to internships that will put them right
into the action and allow them to use their educations in
new ways. “Because they will see the whole picture, not just
the legal department of a business,” Schill said, “these
UChicago graduates are going to be an important part of
the future of corporate America.”
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BIG WINS AND BIG LESSONS
How Craig Futterman’s Civil Rights and Police
Accountability Clinic Is Shaping Whole Lawyers
By Becky Beaupre Gillespie

L

ong before America knew the names Eric Garner
and Michael Brown, and long before their deaths
sparked nationwide concern about police abuse, the
Law School had its Civil Rights and Police Accountability
Clinic—a project so successful that it would be easy to
focus entirely on its headline grabbers and history makers.
After all, the clinic’s high-profile victories bear witness to
the life-changing potential of the project founded 15 years
ago by Clinical Professor Craig Futterman, and they’re the
moments that garner the most attention. There was the
landmark Illinois appellate ruling last spring that opened up
police misconduct records to the public, and the breathtaking
jury verdict that led to a nearly $2 million payout in federal
court last summer for Noel Padilla, a young father who spent
278 days in jail after being kidnapped and falsely charged
by corrupt Chicago police officers. There was a $1 million
settlement in 2006 for a homeless man falsely accused of
murder, and oral arguments on the constitutionality of the
Illinois Drug Asset Forfeiture Procedure Act before the US
Supreme Court in 2009.
But these are merely some of the most visible arcs in a
story that is really about the shaping of whole lawyers—and
about a clinic that advocates a deeply human approach to
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lawyering and teaches students to see beyond assumptions,
embrace contradictions, value empathy, process losses,
navigate controversy, and prepare rigorously.
“It is not hyperbole to say I owe my entire career to
working with Craig—everything I know about pursuing
a social justice mission came through him,” said Tara
Thompson, ’03, now a staff attorney on the Law School’s
Exoneration Project and a partner at civil rights law firm
Loevy & Loevy. “As lawyers, it’s really hard to have a
client-focused practice. We all get so busy and, especially
in public interest law, it’s easy to think you know what’s
best. The main thing I took from Craig’s clinic, and the
thing I’ve tried to do in my own career and teach to my
students, is to treat clients as partners in the litigation,
thinking about what they want to get out of it, making
sure their thoughts and ideas are heard and that they
understand what’s going on. It’s not just about winning
the case in court—although obviously Craig has an
excellent track record—it’s about honoring the values
we’re trying to achieve through litigation, like giving
clients back a sense of justice.”
This is the deeper narrative that plays out even in the
clinic’s quieter moments: when students are working
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with local teens to make a documentary about youth/
police interactions, for instance, or mooting an upcoming
interview, or simply recounting a clinic experience, an
exercise that sometimes involves them describing Futterman
as “intimidating” and “easygoing” in the same breath. One
alumna remembers a win not by the celebration, but by the
humbling experience of looking into her client’s eyes and
realizing how profoundly shocked and grateful he was to
have been believed. Another describes the clear focus she’s
able to bring to her cases because Futterman taught her to
litigate aggressively and proactively, considering the bigpicture goal and deciding, step by step, how to accomplish
it. And it is a theme that is particularly evident when

Joshua Burday, ’15, was in the courtroom the day of
the Padilla verdict, and he remembers the awed look on
Padilla’s face.
“A predominantly white jury had said, ‘What these officers
did is unacceptable. You can’t plant drugs on a person and
put him in jail because you want to loot his home,’” Burday
said. “Being a part of that victory felt so great. This is why I
went to law school. This is what it’s all about.”
It had been a long road for Padilla, whose son, Julian,
was only 6 months old when Padilla was attacked and
robbed by police and thrown into jail for nine months
on false charges. Futterman and his students spent seven
years working with a local law firm to get Padilla a trial

Professor Craig Futterman and Kimberly Jeffers, Catherine Itaya,
and Darren Perconte, all ’10, with an aerial photograph that was
used as evidence during a trial they led.

Futterman, Clinical Instructor Judith Miller, and clinic student
Ruby Garrett, ’16, develop strategy for an upcoming case.

and working to show that a group of Special Operations
Section officers had engaged in a pattern of abuse that
was ignored by the Chicago Police Department. Some 25
students participated in the case over the years, and five,
including Burday and Ian Todd, ’15, were instrumental in
the final outcome.
“Looking back now, it’s almost unbelievable to me,” Todd
said. “The momentousness of the occasion didn’t really
strike home until afterward. We had won a substantial
verdict but, more important, it had meant so much to
Noel to have those 12 people acknowledge what he went
through. That, to me, meant more than anything.”
Catherine Itaya, ’10, remembers a similar reaction from
clinic client Solomon Bey when they won his case against
the Chicago police officers who had harassed and assaulted
him in an abandoned yard on Chicago’s South Side.
“I remember him saying, ‘They believed me over the
police officers,’” Itaya said.
Bey was nearly 60 when he was attacked by the officers
while he was on his way home one evening. Itaya and other
students were involved in nearly every aspect of his trial,
from tracking down witnesses to planning strategy. Itaya

Futterman talks about his students, his voice thick with
pride, or reflects on his work with such quiet forcefulness
that the room takes on a different energy and it seems like
he might tear up at any moment.
“Lawyering is a human endeavor, and it’s a service
endeavor,” he said. “I want students to leave here with a
pro bono ethos. One of our ethical duties as attorneys is
to serve those who are in need and otherwise wouldn’t be
served. That doesn’t mean all our students need to go on
to be public interest lawyers. It’s just that wherever they
go, they should use their skills to help people in a way
that’s consistent with their own values and ideals. You
have people’s lives, people’s businesses, people’s dreams,
people’s freedom in your hands; they are trusting you
with the things that are most dear to them. This is about
learning the ethics of all that’s at stake in being a lawyer
and in serving another human being.”
“You Both Have to Be All In”
This focus on service and humanity is what makes the
big wins about so much more than simply defeating an
opponent.
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got to know Bey, learning under Futterman’s guidance to
accept the many layers of her client’s personality.
Itaya, who specializes in white-collar criminal defense
and securities litigation at a boutique law firm in New
York, still thinks a lot about Bey and the lessons she
learned from Futterman.
“He definitely taught me a lot, and some things I’m still
working to understand,” Itaya said. “He helped me to
embrace contradictions in the client. Sometimes it gets
frustrating—you can’t put a story together exactly the way
you want. He taught me that, despite those contradictions,
you can’t ever give up on a client, and you always have to
be present with a client. And the client has to be present
with you. You both have to be all in.”
Bey, who died not long after the verdict, was all in.
Futterman still has a thank-you note from him: “As a
result of this verdict, innocent lives may be saved,” Bey
wrote. “May this work continue.”
It was a “small” case—all that was at stake was a few
thousand dollars, and it was tried before a jury in Small
Claims Court—but Bey “had never imagined in his
life that people would listen, much less believe him,”
Futterman said. “That, to me, is what it means to take
lawyering seriously. There is no such thing as a small case.”

On the Forefront of Civil Rights
The police accountability project, which has taught
about 200 students, was the first of its kind when
Futterman launched it in 2000 under the leadership of
Clinical Professor Randolph Stone, who was the Director
of the Law School’s Mandel Legal Aid Clinic at the time.
“It was groundbreaking,” Futterman said. “Here was
this clinic at the forefront of civil rights, trying to meet
a deep and unfulfilled need, and engaging in politically
controversial litigation and challenging powerful
institutions—and the Law School put everything behind it.”
In the years since, other law schools have launched their
own civil rights projects, but Chicago’s is seen as the
leader, earning recognition for both its success and its
willingness to take on difficult issues.
In addition to the Padilla case, last year the clinic also
won an historic Illinois Appeals Court case that opened
up two kinds of police records under the Freedom of
Information Act: complaints against five Chicago officers
with reputations for abusive behavior, and a list of officers
with the most misconduct complaints. It was a victory for
police accountability and transparency, as well as for two
clinic students, Saul Cohen and Italia Patti, both ’14, who
delivered oral arguments.

Futterman and Miller work with clinic students in the Kane Center conference room for a strategy session.
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LAWYER/NOVELIST MAKES GIFT TO ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CLINIC
has Parkinson’s, have been hailed as “strikingly original
sleuths.” He completed the sequel to The Ronnie Gene
earlier this year.
How Mr. Mills came to make this gift is a story as
quirky as his novel. A client of a law firm where Mr. Mills
worked early in his career wanted to leave her estate
to such philanthropic organizations as the administrator
of her estate deemed worthy. Her attorney, a senior
partner in the firm, accordingly prepared a living trust,
which would become a charitable trust on her death.
She named her attorney the trustee. He also advised her
to name a younger successor in the unlikely event that
he predeceased her and recommended Mr. Mills. In the
ensuing years the woman developed dementia and a
neighbor inveigled her into writing a new estate plan that
made him the heir to her estate. The Cook County Public
Guardian sued, asserting elder abuse. The court voided the
new estate plan and reinstated the trust her now-deceased
attorney had prepared for her, and Mr. Mills became
the trustee.
Before he made this gift, Mr. Mills’s postgraduate
connections with the Law School were a few anonymous
contributions and a 30-minute digitalization of “home
movies” he made during his Law School years (hosted by
the Law School at www.law.uchicago.edu/video/classof77).
“The real credit for this gift goes to Dean Schill,”
Mr. Mills says, “for directing the development office to
reestablish communication with graduates who had grown
out of touch. The subject of the trust did come up, but
with the caution that it was more likely to be depleted by
its settlor’s medical needs than to become a source of
philanthropic gifts. But the development office and I kept
up a dialogue, and a year later I found myself back at the
Law School for the first time since graduation, this time
as the trustee of a charitable trust delivering a check to
Mark Templeton. Which shows that there’s serendipity
even in something as seemingly prosaic as law school
fundraising—the Law School’s graduates might find
themselves surprised by what they can offer the Law
School, and the Law School might find itself surprised to
receive gifts from unanticipated sources.”

A gift made by Jonathan Mills, ’77, as trustee of a
charitable trust, will benefit the Law School’s Abrams
Environmental Law Clinic. To be expended at the discretion
of the clinic’s director, the gift provides funds for activities
that support the clinic’s mission, which might include
obtaining expert consultation, underwriting student travel
for site visits and client interactions, and covering other
litigation costs.
“The desperately
needed solutions to our
environmental problems
will come from the
next generations of
environmental lawyers,
the best of whom will
be trained at the clinic,”
Mr. Mills says. “Helping
Jonathan Mills, ’77
them tackle the problems
they’ll confront when they graduate transcends a gift to the
Law School. It’s a gift to the future.”
The clinic’s director, Mark Templeton, says, “In the
three years since the clinic was founded through the
generous support of Jim and Wendy Abrams, clinic
students have challenged polluters, held environmental
agencies accountable, and advocated for innovative
approaches for protecting the environment. Jon’s greatly
appreciated gift helps put our students on the front lines of
these battles and will give more students the opportunity
to develop the practical skills and judgment that they need
to be successful environmental advocates—and to win the
cases that they have as clinic students today.”
Mr. Mills spent his legal career in Chicago, principally as
a partner at Sugar Felsenthal Grais & Hammer. He and his
wife, Susan Sneider, moved to South Carolina four years
ago after he developed Parkinson’s disease and Chicago
winters became intolerable for him. They have three
daughters and one grandchild. A former general counsel,
Ms. Sneider founded New Vistas Consulting, advising law
firms and financial services organizations. She is the author
of the American Bar Association publication A Lawyer’s
Guide to Networking.
Mr. Mills’s first novel, The Ronnie Gene, was published
in 2011. It was praised by reviewers as “a gently comic
tale of financial malfeasance and murder” that is “sure
to delight puzzle lovers.” The protagonists, one of whom
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“I’m sure it will help when a potential employer sees that I
already have federal jury trial experience,” Burday said. “I’m
one of the only people who will have something like this.”
The clinic also offers the Law School a practical benefit
when it comes to recruiting, serving as a focal point for
students like Ruby Garrett, ’16, who have an interest
in civil rights. Garrett, who studied race and bias as a
psychology major at Stanford University, knew when she
was applying to law school that she wanted a strong clinical
experience. She started researching programs, and after she
was admitted the Law School, Futterman emailed her—an
exchange that ultimately convinced her to attend UChicago.
“He’s really big on making sure that this is a teaching
experience,” Garrett said. “It’s not because he wants to see
his name in bright lights. If you do the work, you’re going
to get the credit for it. The other thing he’s big on is making
sure the clients get the best representation possible.”
That two-pronged dedication makes the clinic “the
most inefficient law practice imaginable,” Futterman
said, laughing. “It takes 10 times as long to prepare for a
deposition when I’m teaching someone else to do it for
the first time. But my role is not just to say, ‘Hey Ian, hey
Ruby, hey Josh: do X and do Y and do Z.’ The law students
take ownership and responsibility for putting together the
plan and figuring out how to do it. My role is guiding
that process and teaching them along the way. I am quite
demanding, but that’s different than ‘Just do what I say.’”
Burday remembers a time when he disagreed with
Futterman on a trial strategy but declined to speak up
because he figured Futterman was the expert. Later, when
Futterman changed course and Burday confessed that the
new strategy was one he’d favored all along, Futterman
said, “Next time speak up. I care what you think.”
Clinic students put hours into preparing for everything,
and they learn to accept feedback. “He demands excellence
in the final product,” Burday said, “but he’s forgiving with
the first draft.”
Futterman looks for learning opportunities in
everything—in the students’ written work, in strategy
discussions, even in losses.
“I love to celebrate our victories, and I’m so proud of our
many victories,” he said. “But I think it’s equally
important to process our losses. The reality is we’re not
going to win every battle. Even when we’re right, we
might not be successful. But students learn that working
to do what’s right, committing to excellence, and
providing the highest-quality legal representation to
whomever they represent means they can hold their heads
high. Those are the marks of true success.”

“Craig has been a pioneer in showing that you can do
large-scale, socially impactful civil rights litigation with
students playing a major role, and that the model can
succeed both for clients and for students,” Thompson said.
“When he started the project, nobody else was doing that.
And he’s still taking on bigger pieces of litigation than
other projects, and with students taking on a greater role
in the outcome. Of course, part of the reason it’s possible
is that the Law School has really smart, amazing students
who are capable of doing that kind of work.”
The experience the students gain is invaluable, said
Thompson, who particularly benefited from and appreciated

In 2009, Futterman and his clinic students Prerna Tomar, ’09,
Pier Petersen, ’09, Grisel Ruiz, ’09, and Kathleen Rubenstein, ’10,
visited the Supreme Court to hear arguments on their Illinois Drug
Asset Forfeiture Procedure Act case.

the chance to take depositions as a clinic student.
“Craig was in those depositions, and we obviously talked
about strategy, and he helped make sure I was doing a
good job. But he also let me ask the questions I had, and
he let me go through my plan,” she said.
In one deposition, a police officer made a startling
admission: searches that others had said never happened
had, in fact, taken place. Thompson was stunned, but she
was prepared enough to leverage the unexpected revelation.
“Craig had really pushed me to do what I needed to do
to be ready for the deposition, and when this big moment
happened, I was able to make use of what we’d gotten,
and I was able to talk to Craig about how to deal with it,”
Thompson said. “It turned out to be a really important
admission, and we ultimately survived summary judgment
in that case.”
The Advantages of the “Most Inefficient Law
Practice Imaginable”
Of course, the clinic has offered students like Burday and
Todd a potentially career-boosting advantage: the ability
to add a large jury verdict to their resumes.
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KIRKLAND & ELLIS NAMING GIFT SUPPORTS CORPORATE LAB
also play a lead role in the Challenge’s annual reception at
the University’s downtown Gleacher Center. Each spring,
Kirkland also will work with the Lab to plan a session that
will introduce students to its programs and, more broadly,
to transactional law. The session will include a panel
featuring Kirkland partners and clients.
“We are particularly moved by this gift because it reflects
our deep connection to Kirkland & Ellis, which has been
built through a shared commitment to the future of the
profession,” remarked Dean Michael H. Schill, the Harry N.
Wyatt Professor of Law. “We are grateful both for Kirkland’s
support and for the support of our loyal alumni at the firm.”
Jeffrey C. Hammes, chairman of Kirkland’s global
management executive committee, echoed the sentiment:
“Our firm, our individual lawyers, and the University of
Chicago Law School have forged a special relationship
through many years of collaboration and support. We are
grateful for that relationship and the many University of
Chicago Law School alumni who have contributed to our
Firm’s success. Our latest gift, dedicated to the Corporate
Lab, reflects our support of practical skills training in the
Law School. We are proud to have been involved with
the Lab since its inception and pleased to encourage its
continued development and ensure its future success.”
Many of the Corporate Lab’s partners are Kirkland clients,
and 145 Kirkland attorneys are Law School graduates.
“This was a gift that a lot of our partners came together
for out of deep-seated loyalty to and affection for the
University of Chicago Law School,” said Kirkland partner
John Donley, ’85. “We’ve seen how important this
relationship has been for a long time to the quality and
success of our firm. We have been active in recruiting at
the Law School, and we’ve seen many graduates grow
up in our firm. The quality of the University of Chicago just
permeates the culture of our firm deeply; it’s become part
of our DNA.”
That loyalty is felt on a personal level by Law School
graduates at the firm as well.
“The Law School has had an incredible impact on what
I’ve been able to accomplish,” Ritchie said. “My analytical
abilities, my writing abilities, my judgment all improved
dramatically as a result of the education I received at the
Law School.”

The Kirkland & Ellis Foundation, its partners, and Law
School alumni have made a gift nearing $5.5 million to
endow a fund to support the Law School’s Corporate Lab,
strengthening the firm’s enduring ties with the school and
underscoring a shared commitment to helping students
build practical skills in transactional law. The program
has been renamed the Kirkland & Ellis Corporate Lab.

Dean Michael H. Schill (center) celebrates the Kirkland & Ellis
naming gift with (from left): Corporate Lab Director David Zarfes
and Kirkland partners John Donley, ’85, Stephen L. Ritchie, ’88,
and Emily Nicklin, ’77.

“We highly value the development of practical skills
and wanted to support that aspect of the Law School
curriculum,” said Stephen L. Ritchie, ’88, a Kirkland partner
whose practice focuses on complex business transactions.
“Also, we pride ourselves on providing the highest-quality
service and practical solutions to our clients. In order to do
so, we must continue to be able to recruit the best and the
brightest. The Law School, of course, is in the business of
finding and educating those students, and we are pleased
to support that mission.”
Corporate Lab provides students with real-world
experience and teaches the “building blocks” of corporate
law. It hosts conferences, speaker series, and the
Transactional Challenge, an annual competition in which
rising 2Ls compete against each other in a series of “realworld” corporate exercises.
Kirkland lawyers will play a key role in the Transactional
Challenge, mentoring and evaluating students, as well as
helping design the exercises. The firm also will host two
events for the finalists, including a “Day at the Firm,”
during which finalists will shadow Kirkland attorneys and
attend meet-and-greet events and a dinner. Kirkland will
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Alumni

News

Books by Alumni Published 2014

Gary Haugen, ’91

Donald Bingle, ’79

University Press)

The Locust Effect: Why the End of Poverty Requires the End of Violence (Oxford
A searing account of how the world became a place where the poor encounter

Frame Shop: Critiquing Another Writer Can Be Murder (Orphyte Inc.)
A mystery-thriller set in the competitive world of a writer’s group, full of humor,

violence every day and a guide to creating a safe path to prosperity.

violence, and even writing advice.

Earl Johnson, ’60

Charles Bush, ’67

To Establish Justice for All: The Past and Future of Civil Legal Aid in the United
States (Praeger)

What Went Wrong with Oscar Toll? (Moonshine Cove Publishing)

The entire history of civil legal aid, one of the most important programs in the

Based on the author’s personal experience, this novel tells the story of a San
Francisco attorney handling a California death penalty appeal.

national War on Poverty, is recounted from its inception in 1876 to the present day.

Edward J. Cunningham, ’60

Larry Kaplan, ’75
When the Past Came Calling (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Forum)

The Perfect Patsy (XLIBRIS)

Cult leaders, revolutionary government scientists, and the FBI comprise some

A true crime story about a husband who almost got away with bludgeoning his
wife to death and then blamed the crime on a disturbed van driver.

of the elements of this novel about a personal-injury lawyer’s afternoon slump.

Isabelle Demenge, ’97

Sanford N. Katz, ’58
Family Law in America (2d ed.; Oxford University Press)

The Leap & Hop series (Hong Kong, India, Sri Lanka, Cambodia) (Asia One Books)

An examination of the present state of family law, including tensions between

A series of cultural travel books for children that aims to turn grown-up trips

individual autonomy and governmental regulation and how marriage is being

into fun adventures for kids.

redefined to take into account equality of the sexes.

Laura Deutsch, ’72

George W. Liebmann,’63

Writing from the Senses (Shambhala)

The Last American Diplomat: John Negroponte the Changing Face of U.S.

Deutsch explains how using the sensory details that infuse everyday life makes

Diplomacy (I.B. Tauris)

any writing richer and more engaging.

John Negroponte served as US Ambassador to Honduras, Mexico, the

Len Edwards, ’66

Philippines, and Iraq and also served US Permanent Representative to the

Reasonable Efforts: A Judicial Perspective (e-book; National Council of Juvenile

United Nations. Was he the last of his kind?

and Family Courts)

Judith Weinshall Liberman, ’54

An analysis that aims to encourages judges and attorneys to be more assertive

Angel’s Puppies (Dog Ear Publishing)

in their oversight of social service agencies and to examine “reasonable

The story of a girl named Lisa and her dog, Angel, and their adventures in

efforts” issues earlier in cases.

British-occupied Palestine during World War II.

Daniel Ernst, ’83

The Bee and the Butterfly: A Fable (Dog Ear Publishing)

Tocqueville’s Nightmare: The Administrative State Emerges in America, 1900–

When a vain monarch butterfly and a hardworking bee meet, the butterfly

1940 (Oxford University Press)
Using detailed historical analysis, Ernst demonstrates that the nation’s

taunts the bee, urging her to stop her work. But the bee never quits.

best corporate lawyers were more interested in purging the government of

Color in Our World (Dog Ear Publishing)

corruption than creating a socialist utopia.

A collection of color photographs that appear side-by-side with their gray-toned

Jay Feinman, ’75

counterparts that demonstrates the richness color contributes to our universe.

Law 101: Everything You Need to Know about American Law (4th ed.; Oxford

The Giant House (Dog Ear Publishing)

University Press)

A children’s book that that tells the story of an architect who designs a house

A clear introduction to American law updated to include the latest

that will fit a big man, but once the house is complete, no man large enough is

developments in the Supreme Court, criminal cases, and Internet law.

found to occupy it.

Bruce Feldacker, ’65

Haifa My Home Town (Dog Ear Publishing)

Labor Guide to Labor Law (5th ed.; ILR Press)

An original picture book based on Liberman’s poem about her memories of

A concise guide intended to help lay people to gain a serious understanding of

growing up in the ancient coastal city.

the legal aspects of contemporary labor relations.

The Mountain (Dog Ear Publishing)

Bob Goldberg, ’65

When a boy lags behind his scout troop in their attempt to climb a tall

Jake (Bethesda Communications Group)

mountain, he perseveres and takes pride in his accomplishment even though

The fictional story of Jake Schwartz, the biggest demolition contractor in Chicago,

his friends are already far into their descent.

who mingles with the city’s movers and shakers as he pursues the brass ring.

The Old Doll (Dog Ear Publishing)
Aimee, an old and soiled doll, is rejected by her owner, so she is taken to a doll
hospital where she is mended and made more beautiful than ever.
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The Tunnel (Dog Ear Publishing)

Lloyd Shefsky, ’65

Based on Liberman’s poem, this storybook tells the story of a girl who

Invent, Reinvent, Thrive: The Keys to Success for Any Start-up, Entrepreneur, or

suffers physical injuries and fear while making her way through a cave-like

Family Business (McGraw-Hill)

mountain tunnel.

In today’s uncertain world of business, one rule stand above the rest: if you

The Very Old Painter and Her Husband (Dog Ear Publishing)

want to survive, you must embrace change. Shefsky helps business owners

A picture book that tells the tale of a woman artist, who expresses her feelings

figure out how to do that.

through her paintings, and of her devoted husband, who appreciates the

Carol Ruth Silver, ’64

importance of her artworks.

Freedom Rider Diary: Smuggled Notes from Parchman Prison (University Press

Maria Neves Costa Machado, ’09

of Mississippi)
The story of Carol Ruth Silver, one of the Freedom Riders who rode interstate

Cultural Difference: The Law, Equality and Cultural Diversity of Human Beings

buses into the segregated South to test Supreme Court rulings that outlawed

(2d ed.; Jurua)
How today’s multiculturalist movement was formed by the anthropological,

segregation on buses and terminal facilities.

philosophical, and theological aspects of cultural diversity.

Danny Sokol, ’01

Russell M. Pelton, ’63

The Oxford Handbook of International Antitrust Economics, volume 2 (Oxford
University Press)

The Dance of the Sharks (Outskirts Press)

This handbook provides an important reference guide for scholars, teachers,

A man stumbles into Chicago’s Blessed Trinity Hospital with a mild stroke, but

and practitioners as it takes stock of the current state of scholarship across

errors badly damage Sam Roosevelt’s brain, which leads to a morass of suits
and countersuits in this first novel.

several antitrust topics.

James G. Reynolds, ’68

Winnifred Fallers Sullivan, ’76
A Ministry of Presence: Chaplaincy, Spiritual Care, and the Law

The Last Election, an American Prophecy (XLIBRIS)

A look at how chaplains, who ministers away from church hierarchies, are

Reynolds sees a hopeless division among Americans today that he skillfully

bringing spiritual comfort in prisons, hospitals, the military, and elsewhere as

compares with the rifts that led to the Civil War.

institutional religious leadership declines.

Walter Roth, ’52

Liisa Thomas, ’96

Toni and Markus: From Village Life to Urban Stress (Walter Roth)

Thomas on Data Breach: A Practical Guide to Handling Data Breach Notifications

The last Jewish child born in the village of Roth, Germany, Roth recounts his

Worldwide (LegalWorks)

eventful life from shtetl to kibbutz to the Loop.

Who do we inform, how do we inform, when do we inform, and how much do

Troy Rule, ’05

we inform when our company experiences a data leak?

Solar, Wind and Land: Conflicts in Renewable Energy Development (Routledge)

Frank Zimring, ’67

This overview of clean energy describes and analyzes the property and land use

Choosing the Future for American Juvenile Justice (Youth, Crime and Justice)

policy questions that most commonly arise in renewable energy development.

(NYU Press)

Hal Scott, ’72

Recent trends in juvenile justice are considered in this volume that also

International Finance: Transactions, Policy and Regulation (20th ed.;

advocates for major reforms to all parts of the system.

Foundation Press)

Zimring and Harcourt’s Criminal Law and the Regulation of Vice (2d ed.; West

This casebook provides comprehensive coverage of international finance.

Academic Publishing)

Helen Sedwick, ’84

This book considers whether vice behaviors such as gambling, narcotics, and

Self-Publisher’s Legal Handbook: The Step-by-Step Guide to the Legal Issues of

pornography are the proper subjects of criminal prohibition and, if so, what are

Self-Publishing (Ten Gallon Press)

the proper means of enforcement and punishment.

Sedwick shows aspiring authors how to stay out of court and at their desks as
they prepare their manuscripts for publication.

The preceding list includes alumni books published in 2014 that were

How to Use Eye-Catching Images without Paying a Fortune or a Lawyer (Ten

brought to our attention by their authors. If your 2014 book is missing

Gallon Press)

from this list, or if you have a 2015 book to announce, please send a

A guide to help writers, bloggers, and educators determine when they need

citation and brief synopsis to m-ferziger@uchicago.edu. We look forward

permission, how to find rights holders, and what kinds of rights they need.

to including these books in the next Alumni Books column (Spring 2016).

How to Use Memorable Lyrics without Paying a Fortune or a Lawyer
(Ten Gallon Press)
A guide to help writers and bloggers figure out what rights they need and how
to get them.
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CRITICAL TO OUR FUTURE
A Message from the Law Campaign Co-Chairs
Dear Fellow Alumni and Friends of the Law School:
This is an historic time for the University of Chicago Law School. As described in this issue of The Record, the Law
School has recently launched the public phase of our $175 million fundraising campaign. The amount already raised in
the quiet phase of the campaign surpasses that of any prior campaign. It allows us to set an
unprecedented course for our alma mater. As proud alumni, we are dedicated to keeping this
momentum going, and it is indeed our honor to serve as the Law Campaign Co-Chairs.
In this issue, you will see how philanthropy has allowed our Law School to grow and flourish.
The gifts that we have received in this campaign have made it possible for students to afford
the best legal education in the nation. They have made it possible for our faculty and students
to do important research that has had a global impact. They have enabled our students to obtain
an education that blends the academic rigor that is the sine qua non of the University of Chicago
with opportunities to take that knowledge and make a difference in the community and in the
world of business. In short, our Law School remains at the forefront of legal education because
of that extra margin of excellence that philanthropy and the involvement of our alumni and
Dan Doctoroff ,’84
committed friends provide.
The members of our Campaign Cabinet, listed on the next page, have joined us as early
investors in this campaign, and the reasons for giving reflect the wide range of our many alumni
donors. We recognize the Law School’s unique approach to leveraging the strengths of the
University to take students beyond the traditional borders of legal training, and we value the
new emphasis on nontraditional leadership and business skills that will foster success across a
range of fields. Above all, we believe in the direction charted by our Dean and our faculty that is
simultaneously ambitious, forward-looking, and faithful to our heritage.
Simply put, our goal is to do everything in our power to enable the Law School to pursue
eminence in an increasingly competitive world. Resources are required to make this happen.
While our success thus far is extraordinarily encouraging we need to be even more ambitious in
the future. Everyone can be involved—by making gifts large or small, designated to an area that
Debbie Cafaro ,‘82
is particularly meaningful to you or left unrestricted for the greatest flexibility. As you will see
from the Campaign Priorities listed on the adjoining page, the Annual Fund is, in itself, a vital ongoing concern. We hope that
you will join us over the next five years in stretching to make gifts that are significant and meaningful and that reflect the Law
School as one of your top philanthropic priorities.
We also hope you will join us to hear more at the All-Alumni Wine Mess in Chicago on Friday, May 1, and then as the Law
School travels around the country to alumni events in the coming year. We will continue to share the news of our progress in these
pages and on our website. We encourage you to watch the campaign video, catch our enthusiasm, and help us spread the word.
Warmly,
Dan Doctoroff, ’84
University Trustee
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Debbie Cafaro, ’82
University Trustee

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
LAW SCHOOL
CAMPAIGN CABINET

INTRODUCING THE NEW
LAW SCHOOL GIVING WEB SITE
The Law School giving web pages have been updated to bring
you the most recent news on the Inquiry & Impact campaign.
Visit www.law.uchicago.edu/give to learn about the Campaign
Priorities, view the Law School Campaign Video, read Gift
Stories about some of our most generous donors and their
transformative support, and see the 2014 Honor Roll. Check
back for new gift stories as they become available.
Click on additional links to check on the current Law
Firm Challenge rankings, to make your own online gift, and
to view the University Campaign videos and website.

Debbie Cafaro, ’82, Co-Chair
Dan Doctoroff, ’84, Co-Chair
Jim Abrams, ’87
Leslie Bluhm, ’89
Tom Cole, ’75
Terry Diamond, ’63
Adam Emmerich, ’85
Steve Feirson, ’75
David Greenbaum, ’76
Dan Greenberg, ’65
Brett Hart, ’94
Jim Hormel, ’58
Lee Hutchinson, ’73
Joshua Kanter, ’87
Lillian Kraemer, ’64
Dan Levin, ’53
Emily Nicklin, ’77
Carla, ’82, and Tim Porter, ’80
Mimi, ’89, and Steve Ritchie, ’88
David Rubenstein, ’73
Richard Sandor
Mike Tierney, ’79
Bill Von Hoene, ‘80
Chuck Wolf, ’75
Barry Zubrow, ’79

The Law School is proud to introduce our Campaign video,
filmed on campus last summer. Visit the alumni giving
webpage at www.law.uchicago.edu/give to view the film
and hear from faculty, students, and alumni voices about
the impact of our enterprise and the many reasons for each
graduate to stay involved!

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
LAW SCHOOL:
INQUIRY AND IMPACT CAMPAIGN
Campaign Progress by Priority

Unrestricted
Support
$30.3M

Student Support
$46.8M

Faculty Support
$43.4M

Programs &
Initiatives
$31.3M
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THE LAW SCHOOL’S ANNUAL FUND
Each gift matters and every dollar counts. Your contributions to the Annual Fund
provide vital support for our most critical needs and emerging initiatives during
the Inquiry and Impact Campaign.

GIFTS TO THE ANNUAL FUND BENEFIT THE SCHOOL BY:
Providing competitive
scholarship assistance
to students

Strengthening
faculty research and
clinical programs

Recruiting and
retaining top faculty

Supporting student
services and activities

Giving every year matters. Make
your annual gift before our fiscal
year closes on June 30.

7 out of 10 alumni have made a gift at
some point in their lifetime

3 WAYS TO MAKE YOUR GIFT
ONLINE
give.uchicago.edu/law
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BUILD A LEGACY THROUGH THE
DEAN’S CIRCLE

LAW FIRM CHALLENGE
Thank you to everyone who participated in the 2014
Law Firm Challenge, especially our firm representative
volunteers who spent countless hours working with their
colleagues and fellow graduates to ensure widespread
participation in giving. We are thrilled that nearly 60% of
our graduates who are employed by a participating firm
made a gift to the Law School in 2014, raising nearly $2
million to support our students, faculty and programs.
Congratulations to Sidley Austin, Bartlit Beck, Neal
Gerber Eisenberg, Fox Swibel Levin & Carroll, Stearns
Weaver Miller, and Sugar Felsenthal Grais & Hammer
for winning the Firm Challenge in 2014!
Adam Offenhartz, ‘89, of Gibson Dunn is the Chair of
the 2015 Law Firm Challenge. Under his leadership and
with the help of all the firm representatives, we are hoping
to exceed our previous totals.
By participating in the Law Firm Challenge, you enhance
the visibility of your firm at the Law School as well as the
visibility of the Law School at your firm. The Law Firm
Challenge is a meaningful way for our graduates to make
a collective impact and to foster camaraderie among
colleagues.
Every single gift makes an impact—so please
consider participating in the Challenge. All gifts made
to the Law School before June 30, 2015—no matter the
size or designation—will qualify for the Challenge and
toward your firm’s participation rate for 2015. We are in the
homestretch, so please make your gift today!

Every gift to the Law School ensures that the great work
we do here every day continues this year and in the years
to come. Your annual gift provides us with the margin
of excellence.
Contribute a total of $1,000 or more ($500 or more for
recent graduates) to the Law School this fiscal year (July
1-June 30) and become a member of the Dean’s Circle. Any
gift or pledge will also count toward the Inquiry and Impact
Campaign. As a Dean’s Circle member, you will receive
recognition and special access to programs throughout
the year.

DEAN’S CIRCLE MEMBERSHIP LEVELS
Benefactor: $25,000+
Patron: $10,000 - $24,999
Fellow: $5,000 - $9,999
Partner: $2,500 - $4,999
Advocate: $1,000 - $2,499*
*Alumni who graduated in the past 5 years qualify to be
Advocate members with a $500 gift
FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.law.uchicago.edu/deanscircle
773-702-9629

www.law.uchicago.edu/give/firmchallenge/standings15
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Alumni
1939

In

Memoriam

1944

Jack M. Siegel

1954

John E. Sype

Nancy Nausicaa Mann

September 23, 2014

Robert E. Nagle

May 27, 2014

September 13, 2014

Siegel enrolled at the University
after serving in the US Navy,
Sype began his career as an
1947
earning an AM in political
Assistant State’s Attorney in
science before completing his
Gordon C. Tullock
Winnebago County, Illinois.
November 3, 2014
JD. An expert in municipal law,
After serving in the US Army
Tullock’s
studies
at
the
Law
he served for more than 50 years
from 1944 to 1945, he began
School
were
interrupted
by
his
as an attorney for numerous
a long legal career in Rockford,
service
in
the
US
Army
during
Illinois municipalities, including
Illinois, during which he
World
War
II;
after
the
war,
he
Schaumburg and Arlington
cofounded the firm of Sype &
returned
to
complete
his
degree.
Heights, and appeared twice
Kalivoda. In 1972, the Illinois
He
then
spent
several
years
in
before the US Supreme Court.
Supreme Court appointed Sype
the
US
Foreign
Service
and
He spent the last 15 years as
a Winnebago County Circuit
went
on
to
study
and
teach
law
counsel at the Chicago office of
Court judge, a position he held
and
economics
at
a
number
of
Holland & Knight.
until his 1990 retirement.
institutions. He was professor
1952
emeritus of law at George
1941
Mason
University,
from
which
Henry Girard Manne
Sherman P. Corwin
January 17, 2015
he retired in 2008.
August 3, 2014
After earning his JD, Manne
Corwin earned his University
1950
began a long career as a teacher
of Chicago JD cum laude and
of law. He earned a doctorate
Sanford J. Green
spent his entire legal career as
December 26, 2014
in
law from Yale University,
an estate planning and probate
A
World
War
II
Navy
veteran,
where
his work pioneered
expert at Sonnenschein Nath
Green
practiced
consumer
the
application
of economic
& Rosenthal in Chicago, from
bankruptcy
law
in
Chicago
for
principles
to
the
study of
which he retired as a partner.
many
years.
In
1979,
he
and
corporations
and
corporate law
He served on the boards of
his
family
moved
to
Scottsdale,
and
resulted
in
the
influential
a number of estate planning
Arizona,
where
he
and
his
son
book
Insider
Trading
and the
organizations, including
Stephen
established
the
firm
of
Stock
Market
(1966).
In
1971,
the Chicago Estate Planning
Green
&
Green.
He
practiced
he
founded
the
Economics
Council.
until he was in his 70s and
Institute for Law Professors at
was
proud
to
receive
a
50-year
the University of Rochester,
1942
certificate
of
service
from
the
which subsequently moved to
Maurice F. Fulton
State
Bar
of
Arizona.
the University of Miami and
August 31, 2014
became the Law & Economics
A native of Chicago, Fulton
1951
Center, moving later to Emory
earned combined bachelor’s and
University and then to George
James
A.
Karigan
JD degrees at the University
November 15, 2014
Mason Law School, where
and served as Editor of the
A
graduate
of
both
the
College
Manne served as dean from
Law Review. He served as an
and
the
Law
School,
Karigan
1986 to 1997. George Mason’s
officer in the US Navy during
first
worked
at
the
National
moot court competition for law
World War II and later went
Labor
Relations
Board
in
and economics and its program
into business with his father and
Washington,
DC,
and
in law and economics studies are
brother-in-law at the Fantus
subsequently
spent
45
years
named for him. After retiring
Company. Fulton acted as a
as
a
partner
at
Robins
Kaplan
in 1999, Manne became a
consultant to the governors of
Miller
&
Ciresi
in
Minneapolis,
distinguished visiting professor
11 US states and to the White
Minnesota.
at Ave Maria Law School in
House under Presidents Nixon
Naples, Florida.
and Carter.
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August 16, 2014

After earning his JD, Nagle
earned an LLM from
Georgetown University Law
Center and subsequently
served as a legal officer in the
US Navy at Camp Pendleton
in California. He spent more
than 20 years in public service,
including positions at the US
Department of Labor and on
two Senate subcommittees
where he helped to draft the
Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970 (OSHA)
and the Employee Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974
(ERISA). From 1979 to 1982,
he was Executive Director of
the federal Pension Benefit
Guaranty Corporation. He
also served as an arbitrator and
mediator in employee benefits
and labor disputes.

1955
Marshall Susler
April 30, 2014

Susler served in the US Army
in military intelligence after
graduating from the Law
School. He then practiced law
in his hometown of Decatur,
Illinois, where he also helped
to found the local Legal Aid
Society. He served on the review
board of the Illinois Supreme
Court’s Attorney Registration
and Disciplinary Commission;
professional recognition he
received included the Decatur
Bar Association Pro Bono
Award and the Illinois State
Bar Association title of Senior
Counselor.

1958

Harvard University, from which
he received a PhD in medieval
Frank H. Burke
church history in 1969. An
January 8, 2015
expert on medieval liturgy and
Burke was a longtime resident
law, among other topics, since
of Connecticut who retired as
Senior Vice President, Secretary, 1977 he had been a professor in
the Centre for Medieval Studies
and General Counsel of the
at the University of Toronto.
First National Supermarkets,
now known as Finast. He was
1964
an avid golfer, surf fisherman,
Linn C. Goldsmith
and bridge player.
August 22, 2014

Ward Farnsworth
December 3, 2014

A graduate of Yale University,
Farnsworth spent two years in
the US Marine Corps before
enrolling in the University
of Chicago Law School. He
worked for more than 30 years
at The First National Bank of
Chicago, where he was head
of the personal trust division,
the private clients group,
and fiduciary services. He
also served for many years as
Director and Treasurer of the
Chicago Bar Foundation.

Goldsmith earned a degree in
agricultural economics from
Purdue University and served
in the US Air Force before
enrolling in the Law School.
After working as an associate
at Mayer, Brown & Platt in
Chicago, he cofounded the firm
of Boyle & Goldsmith (now
Boyle Goldsmith & Bolin) in
Hennepin, Illinois, in 1965.

Roger E. Reynolds
September 24, 2014

After graduating from the Law
School, Reynolds returned to
his undergraduate alma mater,

1995

October 15, 2014

n

Shepherd earned a joint JD/
MBA at the University and
immediately thereafter began
work as an associate at Quinn
Emanuel, where he was
elected partner only four years
later (a firm record that still
stands). His practice, based
out of the firm’s Los Angeles
office, focused on employment
litigation, qui tam litigation,
intellectual property, and other
complex business litigation.

February 5, 2015

During his career, Murphy
served as Deputy Secretary of
the Massachusetts Department
of Transportation; as a City
Councillor in Cambridge,
Massachusetts; and as the
Assistant City Manager of the
city of Cambridge’s community
development department.

2009
Alessandro Sorcinelli

Bernard James Lammers

Sorcinelli passed away
unexpectedly just before
his 29th birthday. He was
an attorney in practice in
Luxembourg.

Before earning his JD,
Lammers received a master’s
degree in social sciences from
Georgetown University, where
he worked at the Institute of
World Polity at the School of
Foreign Service; later, he was
an intelligence analyst at the
National Security Agency and
an instructor and editor for the
Association for International
Development. He earned a
doctorate in government at
Columbia University and was
a professor of public law and
government at St. Lawrence
University for 39 years.

Labovitz served as Editor of
the Law Review and went on
to specialize in civil

July 15, 2014

1987
December 20, 2014

October 3, 2014

Samuel Brooks Shepherd

Brian Patrick Murphy

Corneck spent 12 years as
Associate General Counsel at
Scientific Games, a worldwide
lottery and gaming technology
company. He self-published a
collection of three screenplays
in 2005 and continued
to enjoy writing after his
2006 retirement, eventually
publishing nine screenplays in a
wide variety of genres.

Michael S. Sigal
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1971
November, 2014

1967
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1992

Lawrence J. Corneck

After earning his JD, Sigal
joined the Chicago firm of
1960
Leibman, Williams, Bennett,
J. Lani Bader
Baird & Minow, which
October 1, 2014
later became part of the firm
Bader earned his University of
that is now Sidley Austin.
Chicago JD after graduating
Sigal focused on corporate
from the University of Hawaii
governance and executive
in his home state. After working compensation, helping to
as an associate at New York
establish the firm’s executive
and California law firms, Bader compensation practice; he was
established an arbitration
also well known as a mentor
practice in 1965 and went on
who recruited many Law
to arbitrate more than 400
School graduates to the firm.
complex commercial cases. In
He retired as partner and senior
1968, he began teaching at
counsel in 2014.
Golden Gate University Law
1969
School and served as its dean
from 1968 to 1973.
John R. Labovitz

1961

litigation and administrative
law at the firm of Steptoe
& Johnson in Washington,
DC. He was well known
as a constitutional law
authority on the topic of
presidential impeachment;
he served as counsel for the
Nixon Impeachment Inquiry
Staff of the US House of
Representatives Committee
on the Judiciary and was
the author of Presidential
Impeachment (1978). Labovitz
retired from legal practice in
2004.
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Class Notes Section – REDACTED
for issues of privacy

During law school, Bryant Edwards, ’81, had his sights set on a Wall
Street lawyering job. Then he met some lawyers from a small Los
Angeles firm with about 175 attorneys, and he liked what he saw in
them. After visiting the firm’s offices, he liked it even more. “It was a
departure from what I had been imagining for myself, but I could tell
that these were top-quality lawyers with big ambitions, and I believed
they had the ability to realize those
ambitions,” he recalls. “So I took a
chance, and after graduation I headed
west to join Latham & Watkins.”
Today, Latham is one of the
world’s largest and most prestigious
firms, and Edwards has made
significant contributions to that
growth and that stature. He chaired
the corporate practice at the Los
Angeles office, then dramatically
Bryant Edwards, ’81
grew the European practice as
chair of the London corporate department for eight years, then led
the creation of Latham’s Middle East practice, serving as its Dubaibased chair and opening four new offices in the region, and now he’s
chairing the firm’s five-office Asia practice from Hong Kong.
At each stop, he has deployed notable leadership skills as well as
a deep expertise in capital markets, high-yield bonds, restructuring,
and mergers and acquisitions. When he transferred to the London
office in 2000, it had about 40 lawyers, and Latham had little name
recognition there. Today the office has seven times as many lawyers,
and Latham is a go-to brand.
“The high-yield market in Europe, which had really just begun around
1998, fell very hard in 2001 and 2002,” he recalls. “Practically everyone
thought that party was over.” Persisting, he led the development of
the European High Yield Association and became its chair. When the

almost twice as many instances of
riding my bike for transport instead
of using a car as any other entrant
in the contest. My son, our youngest
child now 26, was transferred by his
employer BlackRock to Hong Kong.
Looking forward to visiting him there
in February for Chinese New Year.”
Last spring Harry Rosenthal left the
startup he had been running and is
currently CEO of a jewelry manufacturer/
wholesaler making contemporary metal

market roared back, Latham was at its forefront. In 2006, a European
competitor remarked, “When you’re in high-yield at Latham & Watkins,
the business comes to you. At other firms, you go do lunch in Warsaw.”
A similar story unfolded after he took the firm into the Middle
East in 2008. Things had been booming—and then, when the global
economic crisis hit, they went the other way. Among the many
large projects that Edwards led was the restructuring of nearly $60
billion of debt obligations of Dubai World. As things turned positive
again, he led the development of the high-yield market in the region
and advised clients on transactions that included the Middle East’s
first-ever conventional high-yield corporate bond offering and the
issuance of a $4 billion sukuk by the State of Qatar, the largest
dollar-denominated sukuk ever issued. (A sukuk is a financial
instrument structured in accordance with Islamic principles.)
In Asia, he anticipates the same strong growth that he oversaw in
Europe and the Middle East: “There is tremendous economic vitality
throughout Asia and increasingly strong connections into the Middle
East, Africa, and beyond. Policies are supporting the growth of strong
and responsive capital markets, which will provide the capital for
Asia’s most successful companies to truly globalize.” Asia-focused
publications have cited the firm as among the most innovative in the
Asia-Pacific region and honored him as an external counsel of the year.
“When I joined Latham, I knew I was in for a great adventure,”
he says, “but the journey has been more amazing and fulfilling than
I could have imagined. I was prepared for all of this at the Law
School by the best legal minds of my generation, people like Posner,
Easterbrook, Scalia, and Epstein, to name just some of them. I’m still
inspired by that experience, and I know that today’s Law School is
stronger than ever, turning out graduates with great skills, great legal
logic, and the willingness to roll up their sleeves and work hard to help
clients succeed. I’m a proud graduate, and a very grateful one, too.”

we are spending the winter, and our
factories are in China, so I have to
travel a bit. Life is mobile but good.”

jewelry. Harry writes, “Our product
is branded Vitalium (that’s with one
“l”, and to all of our classmates who
are conversant with trademark law,
I know I have to change that brand).
I’ve moved to Sun Valley, Idaho, but
the company is in Salt Lake City. My
wife and I have rented a townhouse in
Manhattan Beach, California, where
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Michele Smith is “busily raising money
and generating support for my reelection
campaign as alderman. It’s a lot better
running as an incumbent, but I have
three opponents who are vigorously
running against me! I’m pleased to be
endorsed by Mayor Rahm Emanuel (an
opinion not shared by our classmate
Kelly Kleiman). The election is
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Adventuresome Leader Takes Risks to Grow Practice and Firm

February 24, 2015. In even better news,
I’m a proud grandparent. Little Kaylie
Grace will turn 1 in December, and
I’m very proud of her and my daughter
and son-in-law for the great job they
are doing.” Break a leg, Michele!
As for me, I stay busy as the
Commercial Finance Practice Group
chair here at Dinsmore & Shohl.
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Ann Ziegler, ’83, serves as Senior Vice President, Chief Financial
Officer, and an executive committee member at CDW, a $12 billion
provider of integrated information technology solutions to more than
250,000 business and public-sector customers.
Before joining CDW in 2008, she was at Sara Lee for 15 years, with
seven years before that at Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom.
At Sara Lee, after a short time in the legal department she joined the
corporate development department, where she rose within six years
to become Senior Vice President,
responsible for the company’s
worldwide portfolio strategy
and mergers and acquisitions,
reporting directly to the company’s
chairman and CEO. Among the many
transactions for which she was
responsible, she led the IPO and
spinoff of Coach, Inc., and the $3
billion acquisition of Earthgrains.
Ann Ziegler, ’83
Toward the end of her time in
corporate development, she says, “I decided that I had been a deal
junkie long enough, and I wanted a broader role. I let it be known that I
wanted a CFO position.” She soon found herself in that role, as well as
being Senior Vice President for Administration, at the company’s $3.5
billion bakery group, which was in need of a turnaround. Along with
a new group CEO and other team members, in two years she helped
triple profits, as well as making many other improvements that included
hedging strategies that substantially reduced profit-and-loss volatility.
“I joke with Rich Noll, who was the new CEO of the bakery group,
that he must have been surprised when he learned who his CFO was
going to be,” she says. “There was a lot of new learning for me, and a
lot of new challenges, not the least of which was that I was managing
many people who had much greater subject area expertise than I did. I
guess I can thank my Law School education for helping me with that. I
will be the first to admit that I did not necessarily enjoy my time at the
Law School, but I definitely learned not to be intimidated or snowed by

where we were reliving a Fulbright
we took in the 1990s. Along the way,
she recalled how welcoming Sharon
Harmon, Nancy Koch, and Maureen
Houlihan were to her during our firstyear summer, when she was a paralegal
at Pressman & Hartunian and they were
summer associates.” Great memories!

people who are compelled to act like they are smarter than you. The
Law School gave me the confidence—and quite a bit of practice—to
effectively deal with this persona. I would sometimes tell myself, ‘You
made it through the University of Chicago Law School. You have the
backbone to do anything.’”
Noll clearly liked what he saw in her. He’s now the CEO of
Hanesbrands, and she sits on the board of directors there. (She is
also on the board of Groupon and served previously on the boards of
Kemper, Delta Galil Industries, and Johnsonville Sausage.)
Her last post at Sara Lee was three years as CFO and Senior Vice
President for Administration at the company’s $4.7 billion food and
beverage group, where she also helped achieve dramatic turnaroundlevel improvements.
Then on to CDW, early in 2008. The company was enjoying fast
growth, and she was enthusiastic about the new challenges and
opportunities. Then the recession hit. Revenues plummeted, and
the company—which had been taken private the year before—was
very highly leveraged. She found big savings; refinanced more than
three billion dollars in debt; put a new, more diverse, leadership
team in place in her department; improved crucial policies; and used
a broad communication strategy to sustain morale. Coming out of
the recession, CDW boomed, with double-digit gains in revenues
and profits. In 2013, she led CDW’s very successful return to being
publicly traded. “We’re an entrepreneurial, ‘can-do’ company,” she
says, “so every day is an adventure. I have always said that if you’re
too comfortable in your job, it’s time to find a new one. I love what
I’m doing, and it’s still keeping me learning and growing.”
Her late husband, Mark Orloff, graduated from the Law School in
1982. Their daughters, Emma and Reba, are now in college.
“At the Law School, I learned a way of critical thinking and
problem solving that has served me extremely well in my career,”
she says. “While I haven’t practiced law for years, the critical
thinking and problem solving skills I learned are important and
relevant in almost any career.”

Phil Rudolph (San Diego, CA), Phil
still loves his job as General Counsel
of Jack-in-the-Box, has taken up
running, and seemingly enjoys it, and
he and Dawn continue to take pride in
their children’s accomplishments. Son
Jackson is in his final year of school in

Speaking of Maureen (Houlihan)
McShane (Arlington Heights, IL) …
Maureen took a different direction
when she retired from the law and
has now obtained her Illinois teaching
certification. She writes, “I am substitute
teaching and looking for a full-time
position as a high school English
teacher.” Anyone have a lead?
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Bringing Law School Experience to the Top of the Corporate World

Monterey, daughter Allyson continues
her publishing career in New York
City, and son Mark is in the midst of
PhD studies in microbiology at the
University of Maryland in Baltimore
and is making plans for his upcoming
wedding. It will be a busy year, Phil,
and we look forward to more stories!
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Financial Services Veteran Helps Craft America’s Financial Future
“This is my dream job,” says Brian Brooks, ’94. “I have aspired to this
role almost my whole career.” He’s referring to his new role, as of
last November, as Executive Vice President, General Counsel, and
Corporate Secretary of the Federal National Mortgage Association,
better known as Fannie Mae. He brings to the position a deep
industry knowledge, exceptional legal acumen, and a demonstrated
capacity to help formulate and lead organizational transformation.
From right after graduation until 2011
(with a year off for a Court of Appeals
clerkship in 1997–98), Brooks was at
O’Melveny & Myers, where his practice
focused largely on the financial services
industry. He became managing partner
of the firm’s Washington, DC, office
in 2008, not long before the financial
crisis struck. While competitors were
employing conventional strategies for
Brian Brooks, ’94
their financial services clients, often
without success—“losing respectably,” as Brooks puts it—Brooks and
his team pursued innovative solutions, including asserting doctrines
of preemption and multidistrict jurisdiction that had not been applied
before in banking cases. “We won them nearly 100 percent of the
time; we ran the table,” he says.
Those new strategies became widely emulated, and signs of
Brooks’s influence included his representation of Alan Greenspan
and other high-profile clients before the Financial Crisis Inquiry
Commission; frequent citation of his ideas in legal, industry, and
popular publications; and his leading role in crafting the mortgage
industry’s response to the foreclosure crisis.
In the position he held after O’Melveny and before joining Fannie Mae,
as Vice Chairman and Chief Legal Officer of OneWest Bank, he was once
again a central player in a transformative undertaking. The largest bank
headquartered in Southern California, OneWest had been formed through
the purchase of a failed mortgage lender by an investor consortium. The
new owners’ vision was to create a highly responsive local institution that
would win customers away from its larger, nonlocal rivals.
mass tort litigation, and appeals.
He has represented companies such
as PricewaterhouseCoopers, LLP,
and General Motors Corporation.
Ward Farnsworth is the Dean of the
University of Texas School of Law.
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“The challenge,” Brooks says, “was that the prospects for this new
bank were threatened by legacy mortgage-related issues carried forward
from the old bank.” It fell to him and his team to resolve those “old bank”
issues and to set in place the new lending and servicing practices that
would insure stability going forward. “I was responsible for a pretty
big part of a pretty big business,” he recalls. In 2013, he negotiated the
sale to an outside buyer of nearly $80 billion in mortgages serviced by
OneWest, removing that risk from the company’s books and paving the
way for last year’s agreement to sell the bank for $3.4 billion.
At Fannie Mae—where in addition to overseeing the legal
and government and industry relations departments, he is a senior
advisor to the CEO and the board of directors—Brooks says there is
a similar old/new challenge: “We’re still addressing legacy issues
from the financial crisis. Most of that has been dealt with, but
some still remains. And then there is Fannie Mae today, where our
mission is to build the infrastructure for the modern housing finance
system—to simplify things and be clearer with our counterparties
about what the rules are, to create greater certainty and a better
customer experience so that we simultaneously protect the taxpayer
and create stability and growth in housing finance.”
He adds, “A housing market is about more than just the economy—
it’s about social stability; it’s about opportunity and growth for up-andcoming populations. And in an important sense, Fannie Mae is key to
the housing market, because we make it possible to pool and diversify
risk in a way that individual lenders can’t.”
He says that the Law School instilled ways of thinking that have
helped him succeed. Describing his experience, he notes that he took
every course taught by each of three faculty members: Geoffrey Miller,
Michael McConnell, and Cass Sunstein: “Ideologically, they were
very different, but methodologically they were similar: data driven,
looking at outcomes from different models, innovative in following
the logic—all very Chicago. That level of rigor, the questioning of
conventional wisdom, and a focus on getting the best results has been
something I’ve tried to emulate. My experience at the Law School was
transformative, and it has affected everything I’ve done since.”

advisor to the Iran–United States Claims
Tribunal in the Hague.

Wonder what the Third Year Shows
are like there? He is a reporter for the
American Law Institute’s Restatement
(Third) Torts: Liability for Economic Harm,
As well as the author of Restitution: Civil
Liability for Unjust Enrichment, The Legal
Analyst, and Farnsworth’s Classical
English Rhetoric. He also served as legal
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“Elaine” Maurita Horn is a partner
at Williams and Connolly LLP. She
represents clients in civil and commercial
litigation, focusing on employment
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disputes, products liability, commercial
contracts, arbitration professional
liability, and plaintiff’s litigation.
David Pemstein is Managing
Director and Senior Counsel at John
Hancock Financial Services. I always
knew he had a good signature.
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Through Law and Policy, Uplifting Those Who Need It Most
Roy L. Austin Jr., ’95, is Deputy Assistant to the President for the
Office of Urban Affairs, Justice and Opportunity at the White House
Domestic Policy Council. He was appointed to that position last March.
With a staff of eight, but with ample access to the resources
of other federal agencies, Austin is carrying out a broad portfolio
of responsibilities. “I view our mandate as finding ways to uplift
those who are struggling most,” he
says, “and that takes us into many
areas.” In his first year on the job, he
addressed, among other things, the
militarization of police departments;
21st-century policing; homelessness;
foster care; STEM education for
marginalized youth; the expansion of
legal aid services; worker’s rights;
big data; and a variety of issues
Roy L. Austin Jr., ’95
related to juvenile and criminal
justice, including reentry issues for formerly incarcerated people and
support for children of incarcerated parents.
He has also been very active in advancing the initiative
established last year by President Obama, My Brother’s Keeper,
which engages community leaders along with philanthropic
organizations and businesses to build ladders of opportunity for all
youth, including boys and young men of color. He served on the task
force that framed the program, and he has connected with state and
local leaders around the country to promote its implementation.
Before assuming his current responsibilities, Austin served for
more than four years in the US Department of Justice as deputy
assistant attorney general in the civil rights division. There, his
energies were principally directed toward reforming law enforcement
institutions, combatting hate crimes, and halting human trafficking.
He had begun his legal career in the criminal section of the civil
rights division, serving as a trial attorney from 1995 to 2000 after
having worked there as a summer intern and then being accepted

the Senate on a voice vote to serve as
General Counsel for the Department of
Education. And at around the same time
it was reported that Cyrus Amir-Mokri
has left the Treasury Department and
rejoined Skadden as a partner in the
New York office. And Phil Oldham (who
told me this one himself) has switched
firms along with several attorneys from
his old firm (where he has been for more
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after graduation into the Attorney General’s Honors Program.
At the Law School, where he was an Earl Warren Scholar, Austin
was a Hinton Moot Court Competition finalist. “There is no better
training ground than the University of Chicago Law School for learning how to become a lawyer and how to defend your positions,” he
says. “I was challenged by a politically diverse faculty and student
body and by vigorous classroom debates, and that experience has
helped me throughout my career.”
He says that the Criminal and Juvenile Justice Project in the
Mandel Legal Aid Clinic also had a profound impact on him: “Randolph
Stone and Herschella Conyers were not just exceptional teachers, they
were powerful role models. I learned more from them and from the
clinic—where I had the opportunity to work on an appeal in a death
penalty case, among other things—than I ever could have imagined.”
In the ten years between his positions at the Justice Department, he worked for roughly five years as an Assistant US Attorney
in DC—“I loved being in the courtroom,” he says. “I believe in the
power of prosecutors to do good”—and he served with two different
law firms, Keker & Van Nest, in San Francisco, and McDermott Will
& Emery, in DC. “At those two excellent firms, I was fortunate to be
able to continue working on issues of fairness and equity,” he says.
He also has taught trial advocacy at two different DC law schools,
for a total of nine years.
“I am grateful for all that I learned at the Law School, and very
thankful for the many friendships I formed there that have lasted
and grown stronger over the years,” he says. “My classmates James
Cole [general counsel at the US Department of Education] and Joel
Wiginton [vice president for government relations at Samsung] are
amazing friends doing amazing things. And what other law school’s
graduates can say, as I can, that they had classes with the President
of the United States and a Supreme Court justice, not to mention
professors with the impact of a Cass Sunstein, David Strauss, or
Dennis Hutchinson? The Law School made possible for me a career
that has far surpassed whatever I might have hoped for.”

back in September, I had a strange and
wonderful experience: coming back from
a meeting, I entered the Green Lounge
at the tail end of an Orientation event
(for the Class of 2017!) involving alumni.
To my great joy, SIX of our classmates
were among those who volunteered
(I’m so proud!), and I got to spend a few
lovely moments with Carolyn Shapiro,
Linda Simon, Lisa Noller, Susan

than 17 years) and is now at Thompson
& Knight LLP. He says, “All is well
and excited for new opportunities.”
That’s all the news I have from here.
I’ve recently gotten a chance to catch up
with some of you at various Law School
events, which is always a pleasure. But
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Hanaway Frohling, Lisa Brown, and
Ed Reilly before everyone had to get
back to work. It was a minireunion that
left us all eagerly anticipating the real
one coming up in just a few weeks.
(You didn’t think I’d finish this column
without mentioning it again, did you?)
Looking forward to seeing you all at our
20th Reunion—and I do mean ALL!

Reunion Weekend Events May 1-3, 2015
T H U R S D AY, A P R I L 30, 2 015
6:00–9:00 p.m.
Annual Dean’s Circle Dinner for Patron and Benefactor Members by invitation only
F R I D AY, M AY 1 , 2 0 1 5
12:00–2:00 p.m.

Loop Luncheon featuring Randal C. Picker
The Standard Club | 320 South Plymouth Court

2:30–4:00 p.m.

Gallery Tour of the Modern Wing of the Art Institute of Chicago
159 East Monroe Street

4:30–5:30 p.m.

Tour of the Chicago Cultural Center
Chicago Cultural Center | 77 East Randolph Street

4:30–6:00 p.m.

Alumni Clerkship Reception
The Gage | 24 South Michigan Avenue

6:00–8:00 p.m.

All-Alumni Wine Mess
Chicago Cultural Center | 78 East Washington Street

7:00–9:30 p.m.

BLSA Alumni Recognition Dinner by invitation only
Petterino’s | 150 North Dearborn Street

8:30–10:30 p.m.

LLM Alumni Dinner
Grand Lux Café | 600 North Michigan Avenue
S A T U R D A Y , M A Y 2, 2 015

8:30 & 8:45 a.m.

Shuttles from the Gleacher Center to the Law School
450 North Cityfront Plaza Drive

9:00 a.m.

Run for Laura 5K
Lakefront Path at 31st Street

9:00–10:00 a.m.

Coffee and Breakfast

10:00–11:00 a.m.

Town Hall with Dean Michael H. Schill

11:15 a.m.–12:15 p.m.

A Conversation with Amy Klobuchar, ’85, and James Comey, ’85

12:30–2:00 p.m.

Picnic Lunch

12:30–2:00 p.m.

OutLaw 30th Anniversary Lunch

1:20 p.m.

Class of 2005 Baseball Game: Chicago Cubs vs. Milwaukee Brewers

1:45–3:00 p.m.

Class of 2000 Panel Discussion

1:45–3:00 p.m.

Bus Tour of Hyde Park

1:30, 2:00 & 3:00 p.m.

Shuttles from the Law School to the Gleacher Center

4:30–6:00 p.m.

Law Journals Reception
Quartino | 626 North State Street

5:30–6:30 p.m.

Reunion Committee Reception by invitation only
Joe’s Seafood and Stone Crab | 60 East Grand Avenue

7:00–10:00 p.m.
Reunion Class Dinners
S U N D A Y , M A Y 3, 2 015
10:00 a.m.–12:00 noon

All-Alumni Brunch
The Ritz Carlton Chicago | 160 East Pearson Street

9:00 a.m.–2:00 p.m.

Class of 1970 Brunch
The home of Margie Stapleton | 546 Michigan Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202

All alumni are encouraged to join us! For the most up-to-date schedule, and to register online,
please visit: http://www.law.uchicago.edu/reunion2015.
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